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Study looks at
Poe's last days
NEW YORK (AP) — Edgar
Allan Poe didn't die drunk in a
Baltimore gutter, according to
the first scientific study of the
writer's final days. The telltale
facts suggest rabies instead.
Dr. R. Michael Benitez, a
cardiologist who practices a
mere block from the writer's
grave, says it's true that the
master of the macabre was
seen in a bar on Lombard
Street on an election day dreary in October 1849, delirious
and possibly wearing somebody else's soiled clothes. But
Poe wasn't drunk.
"I think Poe is much
maligned in that respect," said
Benitez, an assistant professor
of medicine at the University of
Maryland Medical Center.
He describes Poe's last days
in a medical horror story as
dramatic as the writer's most
gruesome tales.
Although there's no evidence
that a rabid animal bit Poe in
the days before he succumbed,
that doesn't cast much doubt
on Benitez' theory. About a
quarter of rabies victims can't
remember being bitten at all.

Louisville to
host national
FFA convention
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville waged an aggressive
campaign to persuade the
National FFA Organization to
move its annual convention to
Kentucky's largest city, and
those efforts were rewarded
today.
FFA and local officials
announced at a news conference today that Louisville will
become host for the organization's convention for seven
years. starting in 1999. The
FFA estimates it will attract
50,000 people and that its business will be worth $20 million a
year for the chosen city.

WEATHER
Tonight...Mostly clear and
quite cool. Low around 50.
Northwest wind 5 to 10 mph.
Friday...Partly cloudy and
pleasant. High in the middle
70s.
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KNOXVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — The Tennessee Valley Authority's annual appropriation from Congress survived another year
with a $3 million cut.
A joint House-Senate conference committee agreed on Wednesday to give TVA $106 million for flood control, land management and other nonpower programs in fiscal 1997, beginning
Oct. 1.
The Land Between the Lakes recreation area in Kentucky and
Tennessee will get $6 million next year as TVA continues to
look for ways that it can pay its own way.
Kentucky Sen. Mitch McConnell said in a telephone interview
the appropriation is expected to pass both the House and Senate
and will be approved by President Clinton. McConnell said passage could come by this weekend.
McConnell acknowledged the overall non-power budget is a
reducation from last year.
"But if you take it in total, the entire budget was on the chopII See Pogo 2

Iraq
fires
on jets
By WAIEL FALEH
Associated Press Writer
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Iraq
said it fired missiles at U.S.
warplanes over a "no-fly zone"
for the second straight day today,
a move certain to escalate tensions in the volatile region.
An air-defense battery in
southern Iraq fired three missiles
this afternoon, forcing the planes
to flee, accdtcling to a statement
on the official Iraqi News Agency. The agency did not report that
the planes were hit and there was
no immediate American
confirmation.
Iraq has reported firing on U.S.
and allied aircraft over no-fly
zones in the north and the south
almost every day for the past
week.
The Americans said Wednesday was the first time they had
detected fire from the Iraqis in
recent days. A missile missed
U.S. F-16s in the area, but the
United States responded by sending more bombers and stealth
fighters to the Persian Gulf
region.
• See Page 2

State audit
gives clean
sweep to clerk
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

BERNARD KANEtedger 8 Times photo
AN AREA RUG: Murray State assistant baseball coach Dave Jarvis runs the rototiller behind home plate Wednesday afternoon as he
prepares the field for installation of new turf left over from the Stewart Stadium installation. According to head coach Mike Thieke (background), We are glad to have the hand-me-downs."

The state's first audit of the
Calloway County Clerk's office
under a new administration
accounted for all the office's
funds.
"The results are unofficial at
this time, but I was notified by
the state auditor's office that we
balanced out to the penny,"
Coursey said Wednesday.
The audit reflects a period
from April 17 through Dec. 31 of
1995. According to Coursey,
about $4.3 million flowed
through his office in that time.
"I'm tickled about the findings," Coursey said. "It's not
unusual to be off by $100 or so
either way and if you think about
trying to balance your own
checkbook with $4 million worth
of transactions, you'll see why
balancing out to the penny is a
big deal."

Clothing
collection
set Monday
Children's clothing of all sizes,
infant through high school, will be
collected and processed at the National Guard Armory starting Monday, Sept. 16, in preparation for the
Community Resource Fair.
The Community Resource Fair
will be held on Saturday, Sept. 28
from 9 a.m.-2 p.m. The Clothing
Exchange and a newly initiated
Book Exchange will be held at the
Armory with entertainment, informational exhibits, service programs, and lunch to be hosted at the
Calloway County Middle School.
The Community Resource Fair
serves students and families from all
the schools in city and county
school districts.
Volunteers will be needed at the
Armory from 8 a.m.-4 p.m. daily

RAY COURSEY
"It was a very clean audit,"
Lynch said. "The clerk produced
excellent records and we will not
be reporting any funds or receipts
unaccounted for."
This is the second audit of the
Calloway County Clerk's office
since November, 1993.
That audit resulted in the
indictment of (wrier clerk Teresa
Rushing alleging she failed to

According to Ed Lynch of the
state auditor's office in Frankfort,
state law requires annual audits
of every county clerk's office in
Kentucky.
•See Page 2

RESOURCE FAIR

• See Page 2
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BERNARD KANE/Ledger Times photo
LUNCH FOR SALE: Alpha Omicron Pi members Michelle Clayton and Angie Holt show off the lunch
box that
Mark Games hawks during Wednesday's auction on the steps of Lovett Auditorium. The sorority earned
over $250
on the sale of 18 lunches to benefit Arthritis Research

Ballard
sheriff
involved
in shooting

•

le

A
Barbara Hendon was one of many vounteers at last year's Community Resource Fair held at the National
Guard Armory. Anyone interested in vbiunteering for this year's upcoming Community Resource Fair
should call Lois Pharr,. at 759-4938 or Sharon Bybee at 753-8045. This year's event will be held Sept. 28
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

OSCAR, Ky.(AP) — Officials
have released the name of a man
shot to death by a western Kentucky sheriff.
The Kentucky State Police at
Paducah identified the man today
as Joseph Bass, 44, of the Oscar
community in Ballard County.
Ballard County Sheriff Todd
Cooper shot Bass once in the
chest with a 12-gauge shotgun
after responding to a domestic
dispute call at the man's home
Tuesday afternoon. Officials said
that when Cooper and his deputies arrived, Bass showed up at
the front door with a rifle.
State police Said Bass refused
repeated orders to drop the gun.
Officials said Cooper shot only
after Bau pointed the rifle at one
of his deputies.
Bass was pronounced dead at
Lourdes Hospital in Paducah
shortly before 4 p.m. CST
Tuesday.
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ping board last year, so in context, the funding is something
The main thing is that it is a done
deal that LBL's funding is there,"
he said.
TVA's Environmental
Research Center in Muscle Shoals, Ala.. will get $15 million
under the compromise. The
House budget had eliminated it.
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ck 3
2-4-9
Pick 4
8-2-1-4
Cash 5
7-10-23-26-28
Lotto
1-2-9-19-27-39
Sponsored by:
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Also receiving $15 million IS
TVA's economic development
efforts, down slightly from this
year.
TVA has promised to make
both areas self.supporting by the
year 2000.
Taking a $6 million cut from
both House and Senate budgets
was TVA's land and water management activities, which will
receive $70 million.
"As we get the details of the
commiuee recommendations, we
will assess any impacts to TVA's
programs and services," TVA
chairman Craven Crowell said.

Beshear to visit
Murray Friday

NOTICE OF LOCAL
ANNUAL MEETING

The Local Annual Meeting of the Members of Southern States Cooperative, Inc., served by Calloway Service will b. held Thursday, September
26,1996 at Southern States Cooperative,Inc. -Calloway Service, Murray,
KY. 11:00 am. to 2:00 p.m.
Business Meeting at 1:00 p.m.
The agenda includes annual elections and reports from management.
Election will be held by proxy ballot. Mark your ballot at the local dealer's
place of business at any time before the meeting convenes.
By Order of the Board of Directors
Jo* D. Taylor, Chairman
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AUTUMN SAVINGS
•New Fall Merchandise
•15% Cash Discount On
All Prescriptions
*Computerized Records
•PCS •Mediment

•I1C BS •Paid State Aid
•Ilealth & Beauty Items
•Ilours 8-6 M F. ti 5 Sat
(FREE PRESCRIPTION)
DL/VERY

DRUGS
HOLLAND
El. 4th St. • 7153-14432 • Bob Dunn, R.Ph.
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
lnvestigators•are considering
blowing up an empty Boeing 747
to see if the wreckage would help
them determine what caused the
explosion that downed TWA
Flight 800, The Washington Post
reported today.
If investigators carry out the
test, it would take place on the
ground and the explosion most
likely would be centered near the
center fuel tank of the aircraft,
the Post said.
Crash investigators discussed
the idea Wednesday at the Long
Island hangar in New York where

salvaged pieces of plane wreckage are being stored. Officials
stressed the idea was a suggestion
that required additional discussion before it could be carried
out.
Asked about the Washington
Post report today, Deputy Attorney General Jamie Gorelick said
restaging an explosion is one way
investigators can try to determine
the cause of a plane crash.
"It's not uncommon in explosion cases to try to take a couple
of theories and replicate the
explosion. We've done that in
many cases," Gorelick told

reporters at a weekly Justice
Department bncfing.
Asked if it was unusual for
investigators to take so long to
find a cause for such a crash, she
said, "When you think about, an
eight-inch block could be the
source that caused the crash, and
if you're missing that particular
piece you may not know what the
cause was."

people of Iraq and an act of war
against the Iraqi state," Deputy
Prime Minister Tariq Aziz told
the state-run Iraqi News Agency.
In a rambling commentary,
Aziz likened the recent turmoil to
the period six years ago just
before Iraq's invasion of Kuwait.
He said Kuwait's rulers were in
"evil collaboration with America
in conspiring against Iraq's people." His comments reflected the
heated rhetoric of the moment,
but Aziz did not say if Iraq would
take any military action to counter the Kuwaiti move.
The past two weeks have seen
Saddam undertake his biggest
military venture since the end of
the 1991 Persian Gulf War, sending troops Aug. 31 into the north
to help Kurdish allies rout a rival
Iranian-backed Kurdish group.
With that victory, Saddam
effectively wiped out the Kurdish
safe haven that the United States
and its allies established at the
end of the war, giving him control of the north for the first time

in five years.
In response, the Americans
showered cruise missiles on Iraqi
air defense sites in southern Iraq
last week and expanded a southern no-fly zone set up to protect
Shiite Muslims.
The expanded zone makes it
even more difficult for Saddam to
move his troops around the region without attracting notice from
the U.S.-led air forces, which fly
scores of sorties every day.
The U.S. actions against Iraq
received a cool reception in the
Arab world, even among partners

FROM PAGE 1
Today's reported missile attack
came hours after Kuwait agreed
to accept some of the new U.S.
warplanes, a move Baghdad
called "an act of war."
The Americans said two B-52
bombers had arrived from Guam
to the island of Diego Garcia in
the Indian Ocean, arid that two
more B-52s would leave today
from Louisiana for the same destination. Those are the same kind
of planes the U.S. used last week
when it attacked Iraq in response
to Saddam's assault on rebel
Kurds in a U.S.-protected "safe
haven" in the north.
Eight F-117 Stealth fighterbombers were being sent from
New Mexico, and American sources in Kuwait, speaking on condition of anonymity, confirmed that
they would be based at the alJaber air base there.
"We consider this behavior
from the Kuwaiti regime to be a
flagrant aggression against the

FROM PAGE 1
Sept. 16-27 to help process clothing. The only adult clothing which
will be accepted for distribution at

the Community Resource Fair will
be coats. Coats for children and
adults are currently being collected
in a large box in the entry way at
Wal Mart. Coats needing cleaning
may be taken to either Boone
Cleaners or to The Clothes Doctor.
Donated coats will be cleaned as a
community service by these firms.

FROM PAGE 1

Sunday,September 15, 1996
We4,s. Community Center
607 Pop&r Street - Rear Entrance
2:00 to 4:00 p.m.

Rushing resigned from office
in April, 1995 after entering an
Alford Plea to one count of
felony theft and one count of
theft by failure to make required
disposition of property over
$300.
When she resigned, the state
conducted another audit. Coursey
was appointed to fill her office
until the general election. He was
elected to the post last
November.

Mon -Fri 7-5, Sat 8-Noon
Sale Items Cash A Carry
Good Thru 910 96

(502)753-6450

For more information about the
Community Resource Fair, phone
the Calloway Co. Family Resource
Center at 753-3070, the Murray
Family/Youth Resource Center at
759-9592, the CCMS Youth Service Center at 753-1751 or the
CCHS Youth Service Center (The
Harbor) at 759-4255.

•Audit...
deposit more than $219,000 in
county tax money into an official
account. Rushing paid the majority of that money back out of her
own funds later to cover the
deficit.

MURRAY-CALIDWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL

In that confrontation, Iraqi forces fired a missile at two F-16s
over northern Iraq, the Pentagon
said. The Iraqis turned off the
radars that had been tracking the
F-16s before the U.S. could fire
retaliatory radar-seeking missiles.
Iraq had reported similar actions,
but this was the first time the
Americans confirmed coming
under fire.
In New York, Iraqi Deputy
Foreign Minister Riyadh al-Qaysi
accused the United States of
escalating the crisis in northern
Iraq. He defended Iraq's targeting
of U.S. warplanes as a defensive
act.
The Iraqi offensive has sent
thousands of refugees fleeing
toward Turkey and Iran. Among
the refugees, border guards said,
were commanders of the Patriotic
Union of Kurdistan, the rebel
group that Saddam's Kurdish allies — the Kurdistan Democratic
Party — routed from the north.

T

You are invited
tojoin us in cekbrating
National-Adult Dag Care Week,

SOO South 4th, Murray

from the Gulf Wai. coalition. But
Kuwait, which still considers Iraq
a serious threat, has been fully
supportive.
After the U.S. missile attack,
Saddam immediately vowed to no
longer honor the "damned imaginary" zones in the north and
south. He urged his troops to fire
on any U.S. or allied aircraft, and
made good on his threat
Wednesday.

•Clothing•••

Shared Care
Open House

MYERS

Meanwhile, retrieving the 30
percent of wreckage still on the
ocean floor remains a top priority
for investigators trying to learn
whether the July 17 explosion

that killed all 230 aboard was
caused by a bomb, a missile or a
mechanical malfunction.
The Navy will use side-scan
sonar to map a wider area to
search as it tries to finish retrieving the wreckage within two to
three weeks, a source familiar
with the operation told The Associated Press on condition of
anonymity.
The recovery effort will
depend largely on the weather.
The Navy was keeping an eye on
Hurricane Hortense, which was
churning across the Atlantic toward the United States.

MI Iraq...

Steve Beshear, Democratic
candidate for the U.S. Senate,
will be in Murray Friday at 1 to 2
p.m.
Beshear will be available to
meet the public at the Calloway
Shell County Courthouse.

SOUTHERN STATES
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Investigators may blow up empty 747
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"They had to conduct an audit
to keep her term and mine separate. This most recent audit is the
first since I took office," Coursey
said.
Since taking office, Coursey
said he has made a few changes
to ensure that all records are
accountable at all times.
"The Kentucky Clerk's Association has been supportive of me

and the office. They gave me a
few suggestions on changes that
needed to be made around here
and I've come up with some of
my own which enabled me to
produce every receipt (the auditor's office) asked for," he said.
The county clerk's office is
responsible for numerous transactions including: collecting all
motor vehicle taxes and registration fees; recording all deeds,
mortgages, wills and other county
documents and collecting fees for
hunting and fishing licenses.
The clerk's office is also
responsible for overseeing and
tallying all county elections.
"There are more and more
responsibilities being put on the
office of county clerk all the
time," Coursey said.
Coursey said the recent audit
results are a reflection of his staff
and praised their work throughout
the past year.
"I've got great people working
with me. They work hard and are
very professional. I hope we can
have this good an audit every
year," he said.
Coursey's term expires in
1998.
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Bogal-Allbritten will be orchestra violinist
Sept. 27th in Carbondale. BogalAllbraten is a violin student of
Fairya Mellado of Carbondale.
Bogal-Allbritten studied violin
for four years with Liz Conklin of
Murray and has participated in the
Quad State String Festival at Murray State University for two years.
She also participated for two years
in an ensemble directed by Nancy
Steffa of Mayfield. She is the
daughter of Bill Allbritten and Rose
Bogal-Allbritten of Murray and is a
fourth grade student at Austin
Transitional School in the Murray

Elizabeth Anne Bogal-Allbritten
has been selected as a violinist with
the Southern Illinois Youth Orchestra, sponsored by the Department of Music of Southern Illinois
University. She will be playing in
the first violin section.
The youth orchestra is comprised
of some 60 young musicians from
several areas including west Kentucky through Central Illinois. The
orchestra is rehearsing pieces by
Shubert, Verdi, Puccini, and Tchaikovsky. Several concerts are
planned, with the first scheduled for

ELIZABETH ANNE BOGAL-ALLBRfTTEN

Dance company presents show
On Saturday, Sept. 14, the Jackson Purchase Dance Company will
be presenting their production,
Dancefest '96 at McNabb Elementary School gymnasium in Paducah.
"Dancefest'96 is a concert which
is more than dance. It is a celebration of all art forms by incorporating
visual art, poetry and music," Karen
Balzer, JPDC artistic director said.
Three poems written by Joe Harris of Virginia, Balzer's uncle, will
be interpreted through dance and
accompanied by live music. Featured musicians are flutist Candace
Gurley, a junior at Murray High
School, flutist Emily Noble, a sophomore at MHS, and guitarist
Andy Gurley of Murray who is an
assistant professor of music at UT
Martin. Emily Noble and Candace
Gurley are students of Tina Schlabach of Murray. Shae Bryant of
Murray is a featured choreographer
and soloist interpreting two of the
poems entitled "Take My Hand

Miss Ann" and "Riddle of Life."
Balzer choreographed the third
poem about her grandmother entitled, "Hard Working Mama." Rita
McKee! of Paducah is the featured
soloist for this piece.

Greenville. N.C., and was asked to
perform a solo piece before the
institute participants.

MURRAY FAMILY YMCA
209 N. 12th St. • 759-9622
1510 Chestnut St. • 753-4295

PLRFORMANCL YOU
CAN COUNT ON!
Great Tires * Great Selection * Great Price
tz FREE COMPUTER BALANCING

ft

Open Mon •Fn 7-5 Sat 7 Noon

Students from McNabb Elementary and dance students involved
with the Paducah and McCracken
Schools Gifted/Talented Program
will be featured in an original piece,
"The Laundromat: A Trilogy" choreographed by Balzer. Laurie Jo
Parker of Murray structured an
improvisational piece for this performance. Parker recently attended
the Governor's School for the Arts
program this past summer.
JPDC Dancers involved in this
performance are: Rita McKee!,Jennifer Reinecke, Ginny Gottschalk,
and Maritom Wynn of Paducah:
Laurie Jo Parker, Shae Bryant, Sara
Bryant, and Lauren Clemson of
Murray: Kelly Wood of Benton;

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111
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Pictured from left to right are: Jennifer Lewis, Murray; Ginny Gottschalk,
Paducah; Laurie Jo Parker, Murray; Sara Anderson, Mayfield; Shae Bryant,
Murray.
Sara Anderson and Megan Coltharp
of Graves County.Jennifer Lewis of
Murray served as rehearsal mistress.
The performance of Dancefest
'96 is at 2 p.m. General admission is

$4, children under 5 are free. This
performance is funded in part by the
Murray Business Council for the
Arts, and the Kentucky Arts Council.

Harmony House to offer classes
Harmony House Productions,
under the direction of Lana Lee
Bell, former executive director of
Playhouse in the Park, will offer
weekly theatre classes for children
on Friday afternoons throughout the
school year. Classes will be held in
the Woodmen of the World community room located at 300 Maple
Street in Murray. Registration will
be held on Friday, Sept. 13 from
3:30 p.m. until 6:30 p.m. at the
W.O.W.community room. Classes
begin Friday, Sept. 20. There will
be classes for grades K-2, 3-5 and
6-8.
Bell left the Playhouse in May to
form Harmony House Productions
in order to produce and tour children's theatre in the region and to

Independent School System. She
attended a summer strings institute
at East Carolina University in

"I had such fun touring Alice, that
I decided to do it out on my own,"
says Bell. "I was intrigued with the
idea of touring to small towns that
have little opportunity to see live
theatre, and I also loved the idea of
doing plays for and with children."
Each play Harmony House Productions presents is a fund-raiser for
a non-profit group. This past
summer Harmony House Productions presented "Jerry Finnegan's
Sister" at the Greystone Ballroom in
While at the Playhouse, Bell Paris as a fundraiser for the Parismounted and toured a successful Henry County Medical Center Hosproduction of "Alice in Wonder- pice.
land" under a special arrangement
Just this past week-end, Harmony
with Galaxy Entertainment, a com- House Productions presented the
pany that books and markets enter- classic tale of "Hansel and Gretel"
as a fundraiser for the Business and
tainment in the area.

offer theatre training to children in
small towns in the area. Bell loves
working with children, helping
them find poise, self-confidence
and creativity through involvement
with theatre. Very few communities
offer ongoing theatre training for
children according to Bell, and she
hopes her classes will help fill that
void. Bell has plans to offer classes
in Paris, Benton, Mayfield and
Cadiz during the school year.

Professional Woman's Club of Murray at Murray Middle School. On
Sept. 28 and 29, "Hansel and Gretel" will be presented at the new
Lakewood Elementary School in
Paris and in October, the play will
be presented at the Civic Center in
Huntington, Tenn.
Bell likes working with child
actors making every effort to use
young adults and children in her
casts. Children who take Bell's
theatre classes will have the opportunity next spring to audition for her
shows which tour in the summer and
fall. For more information about
Productions
House
Harmony
Theatre Classes for Children, contact Lana Lee Bell at 502-759-9714
or 502-492-6198.

Advertising Sales Representative
Full-time sales position available for a highly, selfmotivated individual. Must have a dependable
means of transportation. Excellent benefits include health and dental insurance, paid holidays,
paid vacation, sick days and gas allowance.
Send or drop off resume to:
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071
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CAR SHOPPING???

p.

American Humanics students at MSU will
auction a 1996 Toyota Corolla on their 2nd
Annual Radio Auction All you have to do is
make the highest bid over the rock-bottom, endof-the-season dealer price of $13, 667 and get
your car and a tax deduction for the contribution
you make to the AH scholarship fund above that
price In addition, taxes transfer and license
fees are buyer's responsibility and do not
represent a contribution AH does not give tax
advice and you are urged to contact your own
tax advisor
For more details call 762-3808--or stop by
Toyota of Murray to see the car

•

BOOK-N-CARD
Join Us For...

1996 Pontiac
Bonneville SE
was $24,082

"Fitness Day"

$21,1596
1996 Pontiac
Grand Am
was $16,980

Saturday, Sept. 14
10-2 p.m.

$14,996r

mem.

I.

*"Curves for Women"
be here to measure your
\ t. body fat and discuss
fitness overall.
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'96 Olds
Ninety-Eight Elite

'96 Buick
Century
was $18,923

AH's 2nd Annual Radio Auction
6:00 - 9:00 p.m.
September 12, 1996
Radio IN$JP - 1130 AM

was $29,000

$16,296 (w) $27,396
All discounts & rebates included!
In Stock Now The All New...
1997 Pontiac Grand Prix * 1997 Cadillac Sedan Deville

can keep your love alive

READMORE

New Car Closeout

And don't miss any of the other exciting items on

CPR

Brought To You Each Week By...

2?
.a.> I-14
c

on the

(Don't worry! .7fere's a way to save $$$
andget a brand new Toyota!

4
American Heart
Association,.

PURDOM MOTORS, INC.
Pontiac • Olds • Buick • Cadillac
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*Get Your Copy of Oprah's New Book!
"Make Your Connection" by Oprah Winfrey
and Bob Greene
Ott

*Large Selection of:
•Fitness Books
•Diet Books
•Nutrition Guides and more!

ALL ARE INVIVED
Chestnut Hills
Murray
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FROM OUR READERS
Golf tournament a success

N. A

Dear Editor:
The W.A.T.C.H. Charity Golf Tournament was a big success this year
with 164 golfers participating at the Oaks Country Club. This is our ninth
year for the tournament which is part of the fund raiser for the
W.A.T.C.H. Center. This Year the tournament proceeds amounted to
$9,500.
The winners in the men's and mixed division with a score of 56 were:
Eddie Hunt, Tom Clendenen, Brad Clendenen and Christian Crouse.
Winners in the women's division on a countback, with a score of68 were:
Linda Pate, Jackie Abbott, Susan Fisher and Vickie Oliver.
It would be impossible to have such a successful tournament without
the help of all the contributors in our community who give their generous
support. The staff and board of directors at W,A.T.C.H. greatly
appreciate their generosity.
Della Miller, Golf Chairman
W.A.T.C.H. Inc. (Work Activities
Training Center for the Handicapped)
702 Main Street, Murray, KY 42071
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Who's responsible for children?
By C. David Kelly
Kissing babies used to be a must
for any politician hitting the campaign trail. Now that we are immersed full scale in this year's
election, it's apparent that politicians are taking their baby-kissing
antics a step further. Take a look on
the campaign trail, and you are
bound to see a bevy of kids conveniently situated near the candidates.
Tugging on the emotional strings
of voters is behind all this kid
hugging. The responsibilty of raising America's children has suddenly
become the cornerstone of today's
political debate. The Republicans
addressed it in San Diego. And the
Democrats certainly took up the
cause at their gathering in Chicago.
Norman Rockwell-like images of

ii

spend the day in a farm family's

GUEST COMMENTARY
President Clinton surrounding himself with freckeld-faced children
filled television screens during the
president's whistle-stop train ride to
Chicago to accept his renomination.
So, where does the responsibility
of raising a child rest? First Lady
Hillary Clinton, proclaiming that
the "family is part of a larger
community," believes it takes a
village to raise a child. She made
that clear in her address at the
Democratic National Convention.
Bob Dole,the Republican presidential nominee, says it takes a loving,
supportive family -- not a village --

to turn today's youth into lawabiding, productive adults.
Lost in all the rhetoric and
photo-ops are the real solutions to
raising a repsonsible child. For
decades, rural America has been an
example of proper child rearing. If
you want to meet a productive,
responsible child, take a drive in the
country early in the morning and
watch a teenager completing his
morning chores before heading off
to catch the school bus.
Visit a county fair and observe a
farmer's daughter present her prized
heifer in a 4-H demonstration. Or

home and notice how the teenagers
of the household balance their
homework with daily farm chores.
For generations, parents in rural
America have not depended on
government for guidance in raising
their children. Responsibility comes
with territory on America's farms. If
parents in urban areas are looking
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for ways to turn their children into
responsible adults, perhaps they
should resist looking toward elected
officials for direction, and discover
methods of making their children
more productive.
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Adopting some of their rural
counterparts's tried-and-true solutions would be an excellent start.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Sept. 10 — The Financial Times, London, on Iraq:
(The) U.S. missile attacks on air defense systems in southern
Iraq were widely described as a "show of strength." In fact they
were a show of weakness. The choice and location of the targets
suggested that the U.S. and its allies are either unable or unwilling
to defend the line in the mountains which they drew in 1991 when
they proclaimed a "safe haven" for the Kurds. ...
The extension of the no-fly zone'in the south was a cruelly inappropriate response to a threat (by Saddam Hussein's forces to the
Kurds) in the north. It is against Iraqi tanks and -troops directly
threatening the Kurds that U.S. air power should be deployed. ...
The suspicion must be that targets in the south were chosen
because that involved little or no risk to U.S. pilots. But even a
superpower cannot win respect unless it is prepared to take some
risks.
Sept. 10 — The Dominion, Wellington, New Zealand, on
Iraq:
The wearisome struggle with Iraq continues. Desert Storm thankfully managed to sabotage Saddam Hussein's nuclear program
when he was very close to completing a nuclear bomb. But in the
years since the cease-fire his efforts to hide Iraq's illegal arsenals
from United Nations inspectors have demonstrated that Iraq will
continue to be a menace as long as he holds power. ...
The American ... missile strikes against military installations
have warned Saddam, in the only way he understands, that these
forays will have a cost.
Britain has backed the American action. France and Russia are
uneasy. They would rather resume profitable trade with oil-rich
Iraq than continue the costly business of containment.
Sept. 10 — Iran News, Tehran, Iran, on Iraq:
Wave after wave of Kurdish refugees streamed out of their
homes in northern Iraq and headed toward the Iranian border in the
wake of an offensive by the Kurdish Democratic Party (KDP) allied
with the Iraqi regime in Baghdad. ...
The current scenario is reminiscent of the 1991 refugee exodus
from northern Iraq when the Iraqi forces ruthlessly crushed a Kurdish rebellion after the end of the Persian Gulf War. Up to two million Kurdish refugees were forced to flee into Iran and Turkey.
Ironically, this time the international community is watching the
plight of the Kurdish community passively and has failed to
address their problem in a proper manner. ...
At this sensitive juncture, the (U.N.) Security Council shoulders
significant responsibility, and all hopes arc pinned on the world
body for the safety and security of the Kurdish community in
northern Iraq.

-0441**41e,

Sept. 10 — The Jordan Times, Amman, Jordan, on TurkeyIraq:
Turkey's decision to establish a security buffer zone within
Iraq's territory has understandably been met with widespread
opposition from major capitals of the world. ...
Ankara should reconsider its move in order to maintain friendly
and constructive relations with the Arab world.
The brewing crisis should be resolved by peaceful means and by
diplomatic initiatives emanating from within the region as well as
by the major capitals of the world.
The Middle East has enough conflicts as it is and no country
should be afforded the chance to complicate and inflame the situation further.
-

_

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents arc welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be Aped by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be typewritten and should be on topics of general interest. Letters must not be
MOM than 500 words. The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right
to edit, Condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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Beshear ad analyzed
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

strolling with their two sons. There are black-and-white file photos

Commercial: "What's Important." 30 seconds.
Consultant: Greer, Margolis, Mitchell, Burns & Associates.
Content:
Jane Beshear: "Steve grew up in Dawson Springs, the son of a
minister. That's where he learned values like faith, family and
community. After 27 years together, I should know."
Announcer: Steve Beshear. As lieutenant governor and attorney
general he fought child abuse, cracked down on welfare and food
stamp fraud. As our senator, Steve Beshear will fight for education
and job training tax credits and protect Medicare."
Jane Beshear: "Steve wants to help people right here in Kentucky, and I know he will be a great senator for our state."
The commercial opens with Jane Beshear at a dining room table,
speaking to the camera. Images follow of the couple outside their
church, Crestwood Christian (Disciples of Christ) in Lexington, and

of Steve Beshear holding one of his sons and being sworn into
office as lieutenant governor in 1983. Beshear also is shown with
police officers, a farmer in a tobacco field, young students in a
classroom and senior citizens. The commercial ends back at the
dining room table with Jane Beshear, the campaign logo and
disclaimer.
Analysis: This commercial reintroduces Beshear to the voting
public and touches lightly on a main theme of his campaign — that
Republican budget cutters would carve into Medicare, education
and the like.
One could question why Beshear needs an introduction. He twice
was elected to statewide office — attorney general in 1979 and
lieutenant governor in 1983 — and ran for governor in 1987. But
he dropped out of politics at that point and returned to a private law
practice until entering the race against Republican U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell.
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A bridge to the 21st Century
In his acceptance speech, President Clinton spoke of building a
bridge to the 21st century. Given the
proposals for new projects, programs and spending, he apparently
has a toll bridge in mind.
The speech was vintage Clinton
— all form and little substance with
just enough truth to mask the deception. If the era of big government is
over, then Bill Clinton wants to
replace it with a giant orphanage
that will care for citizens'every need
arid every dream without regard to
race, creed or character.
Notice how the character question was handled in the midst of the
publicity surrounding his former
campaign advisor Dick Morris' alleged fling with a prostitute. The
president said when he was growing
up, parents whipped children who
talked disparagingly about other
people's character. Does he recall
the bigger whipping kids got for
behavior that called their character
into question?
In view of the large proportion of
teachers union members in the
crowd, wasn't it curious that the
president promised to send volunteers into the schools to teach kids
how to read? Shouldn't his statement be interpreted as an indictment
of the public school system and
teachers that have failed to teach
kids to read properly? Incredibly,
they cheered him as if he had just
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The president again claimed
"we're putting 100,000 police on the
streets." In fact, Attorney General
Janet Reno admitted three months
ago that "there are only 17,000
officers that can be identified as
being on the streets."

old them they were doing a great
ob.
Speaking of kids, who is going to
pay for all those computers the
president wants students to have by
the next century? And what about
the online costs for venturing into
cyberspace? When government
wants to spend your money, it is
doing something noble. When you
want to keep more of your money,
you're greedy.
It was Christmas in August as
Santa Clinton started throwing money around like Mylar confetti. He
proposed a "GI Bill" for American
workers but only for two-year community colleges. He wants a tax
deduction of up to $10,000 per year
for college tuition costs and tax-free
IRAs for college. And on and on it
went. How much of this does Clinton believe and what will he really
push for? On the ride to Chicago,
the president attempted to railroad
the voters by promising $I0 billion
in new government spending.

The goody bag aside, there were
plenty of factual errors and laughable assertions in the president's
speech. Clinton, who hired Joycelyn Elders as Surgeon General (a
woman who believed in legalizing
cocaine and marijuana), smokes
cigars and told MTV if he had it ID
do over again he would have inhaled his marijuana cigarette,
claimed, "It is very painful to me
that drug use among young people is
up."
Clinton wants credit for 10 million new jobs, a lower job-growth
rate than the 1980s. The Wall Street
Journal reported that a third of the
new jobs paid workers 80 percent or
less of what they had previously
been earning. And nearly 10 percent
of the new jobs are temporary
positions. The president ignored the
decline in earnings for many, the
result of higher taxes which necessitate two income earners in a family
when many would prefer only one
to work outside the home.

Crime? The president announced
that the crime rate has declined for
the last four years. According to the
Department of Justice, violent
crime victim izations are up by more
than 500,000 and juvenile crime is
up 12 percent. This includes a 17
percent increase in robberies, an 11
percent incre-ace in aggravated assault and an 8 percent increase in
murder.
The president took credit for "40
million Americans with more pension security,a tax cut for 15 million
of our hardest working, hardest
pressed Americans and all small
businesses." In fact, according to
Investors Business Daily, the tax
burden has increased under Clintork
Tax Freedom Day was April 30 in
1992, marking the end of a five-year
decline from 1987. But it's been
advancing ever since, with both
1996' and 1995 record-breaking
years for high taxation.
There's so much more, but space
does not permit. Clinton and company produced more bull during his
party's convention than Chicago's
old Union Stockyard.
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Mr. and Mrs. Gary Starks of
784 Crawford Trail, Murray, are
the parents of a son, Cody Allen
Starks, born on Friday, Aug. 30,
1996, at 1:40 p.m. at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds three ounces and measured 21 inches. The mother is
the former Julie Miller.
Grandparents are Bobby and
Kathryn Starks, Charles Miller,
and Rita Miller, all of Murray.
His great-grandfather is Clifton
Paschall of Murray.

Clothing collection at Armory
Children's clothing (infant through teen sizes) and coats for children and adults will be collected at the National Guard Armory, Coldwater Road or Highway 121 North, from Monday, Sept. 16,
through Wednesday, Sept. 25, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. to be prepared
for distribution at the Community Resource Fair Saturday, Sept. 28.
Volunteers are urgently needed at the Armory beginning Monday to
assist in clothing preparations. Volunteers chairs for the Clothing
Exchange are Sharon Bybee, 753-8045, or Lois Pharris, 759-4938.

Festival planned Saturday and Sunday
The Four Star Arts and Crafts Festival will be Saturday, Sept. 14,
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday, Sept. 15, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
at West Kentucky Exposition Center, College Farm Road, Murray.
Carolyn McColl, coordinator, said the festival will feature over
30,000 square feet of space filled with creations produced by top
quality craftsmen from different areas of the country. A parking fee
of $I will be taken, but no admission to festival will be made. For
information call McCoil at 1-502-382-2248 after 6 p.m.

INSURANCE
Ask about Shelters
HOME, LIFE, FARM,
BUSINESS
coverages too
Oisrold -.SKr Romains _
Licensed In KY I TN
7SI-1033 or 7534173
441 S 12th Sr. • Nuns! 0

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

Fall baseball signup Saturday
The final signup for Fall Baseball for 8 and 9-year-olds will be
Saturday, Sept. 14, from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. at Mustang Field in Old
City Park on Payne Street. For more information call 759-1967.

Candy Days Friday and Saturday
Murray Lions Club members will distribute candy at their annual
Candy Days on Friday and Saturday, Sept. 13 and 14, at local
businesses throughout Murray. Donations collected will be used for
funding the Murray Lions Club activities for Sight Conservation and
the Kentucky Lions Eye Foundation.

Stephanie LeeAnn Jackson
and Robert Shane Heflin

Beautiful Selection

Jackson and Heflin

Garden Mums

Lakeland plans gospel concert
Lake-Land Apostolic Church, North 16th Ext. at Utterback Road,
will have a gospel concert featuring Deborah Jarrett of Gleason,
Tenn., and the Rev. Jackie Mathis of Dawson Springs on Saturday,
Sept. 14, at 7 p.m. For more information call James H. Cain, pastor
at 753-5757 or 759-1602.

Gospel singing planned Saturday
New Life General Baptist Church, East Chestnut Street, Murray,
have an outside gospel singing on Saturday, Sept. 14, from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Featured will be Four Square from Jackson, Tenn., Danny
BUITCSS, soloist, and other singings. Persons are asked to bring lawn
chairs, for more information call the Rev. Keith Massey, pastor, at
767-9445.

Benefit auction and fish fry planned
A benfit auction and fish fry, sponsored by Twin Lakes Coon and
Beagle Club, located two miles east of Hardin off Kentucky 80 on
Curd Road, will be Saturday, Sept. 14, beginning at noon. New and
used items will be offered. Fish fry will start at 4 p.m. will all you
can eat for $5 per person or $3 for children under 12. A rifle and
quilt raffle drawing will be at 6:30 p.m. Live country music will
start at 5 p.m. All proceeds will go to Marshall County Exceptional
Center.

Open horse show on Saturday
An open horse show, sponsored by Mayfield-Graves County Riding Club, will be Saturday, Sept. 14, at 6:30 p.m. at Mayfield Fairgrounds. For information call 1-502-247-5208.

District Methodist Men will meet
The annual District Methodist Men's Family Night will be Saturday, Sept. 14, at 6:30 p.m. at Palestine United Methodist Church. A
potluck meal will be served with meat., bread and drinks furnished.
The Rev. Grover Lovett will be the speaker. Also present will be the
Rev. Roger Hopson, superintendent of Paris District of United
Methodist Church. The public is invited.

CCMS PTO plans special drives
Calloway County Middle School PTO is having a special membership drive through Friday, Sept. 13. Also t-shirts with a new design
are also being sold.

Mint Spring reunion Saturday
All residents of the Mint Spring community and surrounding communities of Land Between the Lakes are invited to attend a reunion
on Saturday, Sept. 14, at the small shelter at Paris Landing State
Park around 10 a.m. Each one should bring a lawn chair and a picnic
lunch. For information call Lucille Wofford, 753-4098.
Shiloh Full Gospel Assembly will have its homecoming on Sunday, Sept. 15, at the church, located off Highway 94 East on 1551
North 1% miles. A potluck meal will be served at noon followed b‘
a singing at 130 p.m. with Bill Ross and the Faithman.

Greater Hope plans special day
Greater Hope Missionary Baptist Church will have its annual
Men's Day on Sunday. Sept. 15, at 3 p.m. at Main Street Youth
Center. Guests will be the Rev. Wendall Gray and members of St.
John Missionary Baptist Church, Bardwell. Dinner will be served at
Willis Center as soon as guests arrive.

Mr. and Mrs. David L. Calhoun of Hickory and Mr. and
Mrs.
Bobby L. Jackson of Mayfield announce the engagement and
upcoming marriage of their daughter. Stephanie LeeAnn Jackson, to
Robert
Shane Heflin, son of Ms. Doris A. Heflin of Mayfield and Mr.
and
Mrs. Ronald A. Heflin of Paducah.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
Delbert Fox and the late Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln Lee Jackson, all
of
Murray.
The groom -elect is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Robert
E.
Sanderson and the late Mr. and Mrs. Fred Heflin.
Miss Jackson is a 1991 graduate of Mayfield High School and
a
1995 graduate of Murray State University with a Bachelor of Science
degree in public relations and marketing. She is employed at The First
National Bank of Mayfield.
Mr. Heflin, a 1991 graduate of Graves County High School, will be
a 1997 graduate of Murray State University with a Bachelor of Science degree in political science and history. He is employed with Nanny Construction.
The wedding ceremony will be Saturda,y. Oct. 12, 1996, at 5 p.m. at
First Baptist Church, Mayfield.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

Calloway High senior
named for publication
Christopher Prescott has been
selected to be included for the
second year in Who's Who
Among American High School
Students. His picture will appear
in this year's. yearbook.
Prescott, a senior at Calloway
County High School, is a member
of the CCHS Band, Future Farmers of America, and Distributive Education Clubs of America.
He was named as Honorable
Bandsman for 1995-96. He is a
member of Scotts Grove Baptist
Church.
Prescott is the son of John and
Jan Prescott, and the grandson of
Mrs. Lillian Prescott and Mr. and
Mrs. Toy Lee Barnett, all of
Murray.

A Chapter of Overeaters Anonymous has been established here.
Meetings will be Sunday and Monday at 7:30 p.m. and Wednesday
at 5:30 p.m. in private dining room, first floor, of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For information call Chris, 753-7490.
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We are pleased to announce that Lori Ann
Morgan, bride-elect of
Ben Saalwaechter, has
made her domestic and
household
selections
through our bridal
registry.
Lori Ann and Ben will
he married Sept. 28,
1996.

Careers
Financial Aid
Admissions Procedures
Campus Resources to Help Students
Evening 8, Weekend Degrees
Tuesday, October 1, 1996••6-9 p.m
Murray State University
Curris Center, Mississippi Room
Call 1-800-669-7654 or 762-4150 by September 30 to register.

We are proud that

Gina Williams a
John Pasco, Ill
have chosen their china,
crystal, and flatware
from our bridal registry.
i I I South 4th St
On Murray's Court Square
759-2100

Thursday, Sept_ 12
Calloway County Fiscal Court 1 30
p m 'Weeks Center Auditorium
Calloway County Board of
Education/7 p m /board office
Murray City Council/7 30 p m 'City
Murray Board of Education/7
p m /Carter building
Calloway County Nigh School ParentTeacher conferences/3-6 p m
Southwest Elementary SBDIA Council Design Tasks Committees/6
p m /school cafeteria.
444 Leaders training
p m /West Kentucky Exposition
Center
Self Help for Hard of Hearing/7
p m /Mississippi Room. Curris Center,
IASU Info/759-2542
Support Group for Blind/6
p m /Calloway County Public Library
Annex
Accessible A.A. m••ting/7
Accessible Living

Thursdey, Sept. 12
Hospice Votunteer Training session
6-9 p milACC fiospital.
Health Express of IACCH/Olympic
Plaza, Murray/2-5 p.m
Zma Department of Murray Woman's
Club/2 p m
VFW Post 6921 and Ladies Auxiliary/7
p miArnoncan Legion Hall
WOW Lodge 592 meeting/6 p m./Log
Cabin Restaurant
Housing Authority R•sid•nt
Council/6 p m /Ellis Community
Center
TOPS 0469 meeting/6 p m /Annex of
Calloway County Public Urxary.
Single Parent Support Group/6
p m./Farnily Resource Center at East
Tilghman-Boauregard Camp #1460
Sons of Confederate Veterans/7 30
p m /Water Valley United Methodist
Church Info/753-9688
First Baptist Church Mothers' Day
Out/3 p m , Larnelle Harris in concert/7
P:m•

Thursday, Sept. 12
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal Arch
Masons and Murray Chapier No 50
Royal and Select Masters/7:30
p.m./Masonic Hall
Murray
Kiwanis
p.m./Shone),s
Greater Hope Baptist Church Youth
Activities/5 30 p m , Prayer and Bible
Study/7 p m at Main Street Youth
Canter
First United Methodist Church Team
Leader Training and Steering
Committee/6.30 pm
American Hurnanice auction/6-9
p.m./Radio WSJP
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8 30 a m.-4.15
Eagle Gallery of FA Center,
open 730 am.-4.30 pm
National Scouting Museum,
open 9 a
p m.
Friday, Sept. 13
Murray Lions Club Candy Days with
distribution of candy at local businesses. Donations collected
Hazel Center/open 10 a m,-2 p.m /for
senior citizens' activities
Weak. Center/open 8 a m.-4 p.m./tor

senior citizens' activities.

Bingo, sponsored by Murray Shrine
Club/7 p.m./Highway 121 North by
Fairgrounds Public invited.
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m /open to
newcomers/American Legion Building.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.
Seniors Golf played/9 a.m./Sullivan's
Par 3 Golf Course.
First United Methodist Church Senior
Adult Choir rehearsal/10 a.m.; Senior
Adult Fellowship/11:30 a.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Movies/
Popcorn/7 p.m./NH.
Wrather West Ky. Museum, MSU/
open 830 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at FA Center, MSU/
open 8 a.m.-730 p.m.
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 P.m:
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Selections is pleased
to announce that
Melanie Osbron
bride-elect of
Trevor Miller
has joined our
Bridal Registry.

baKiierre •
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Brilliant"

Round
Solitaire

NO PAYMENT
No INTEREST
TIL 1997

1/2
Carat

$86

SI/ SIORI FOR Di

6091/2 South 4th • Murray
753-8808 or 753-9514

Diamond
lennis Bracelet

57
7
Two Big Carats
RI

Free Christmas Layaway!

1,.199

Diamonds"

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

Vonnie Hays and Eddie G. Adams were married on June 22,
1996,
at 6:30 p.m. in a private ceremony in the wedding garden
of Artcraft
Photography, Murray.
Charley Bazzell, uncle of the bride, officiated at the
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Keith Hays. Parents
of
the groom are Mr. and Mrs. Eddie R. Adams.
The bride chose her brother and sister-in-law, Chris and
Marcie
Hays, as her attendants.
The groom chose his father, Eddie R. Adams, and his sister,
Diana
Thompson, as his attendants.
Flower girl was Katie Bazzell, cousin of the bride. Ring bearer
was
Adam Thompson, nephew of the groom.
A special reading was presented by Jayne Crisp. Special music
was
provided by Meredith Crisp, Naomi Bannister, and Tracy Haddix.
The wedding was directed by Dana Bazzell, aunt of the bride.
A reception for family and friends followed the ceremony
.
Ms. Shirley Hughes, aunt of the bride, was the reception coordinator. Assisting her were Deedra Hughes, Devry Hughes, Erica Hughes,
Julie Wilson, Sussann Lovett, Wendy Van Horn, and Kelly
Holt.
The bride and groom are now at home on Old Soldier Creek Road,
K irksey.

HOSPITAL R
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday.
Sept. 8, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Johnston baby girl, mother, Michelle
Darnell, Hardin.
Dismissals
Mrs. Mary E. Hensler, Almo; Mrs
Crystal G Adams and baby boy, and
Mrs Lisa Taylor, Cadiz;
Joe D. Webb, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
LaJeaune Smith and Ms. Leslie Risner, Buchanan, Tenn.;
James A Sims, Roderick Reed,
Mrs. Pamela R. Scott, Ms. Elizabeth
Miller, James Thomas Kendall, Mrs
Jacquelyn Grubbs,
Dakota Thomas Allen Kimbro, William A. Miller, Mrs Kathleen Phelps,
and Ms. Deborah Ann Jones, all of
Murray.

• • • •
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
Sept. 9, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Al-Saigh baby girl, parents, Sarnia
Al-Yah and Haniu Al-Haigh, Murray;
Lindsey baby boy, parents, Tami
and Jason. Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs Barbara Thompson, Benton;
Mrs Linda Lou Wyatt and Relus J
McDougal, Almo; Mrs Helen Strickland, Paris, Tenn .

of Murray
invites you to see the
exciting new collection of

Mrs. Merl Maxine Starks, Hazel;
William A. Barnhill, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Miss Stacie Lee Kanipe, Calvert City;
Mrs. Melissa Jones and baby girl,
Wingo; Miss Tina Turner and baby
boy, Mayfield;
Mrs Sally L Baumeister, Hardin,
William F. Buie, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs, Trudie M Miller, Miss Eugenia
A. Van ameringen, Raphael Delano
Douglas, Mrs_ Mildred M Bazzell,
Mrs. Alice Herndon, Michael G.
Walker, Thomas Dale Tynes, and Martin George Hodge, all of Murray

Lutz promoted
to captain
Rosemary Lutz, 40, daughter
of Dorothy Lamb, Rt. 2, Murray,
was promoted to the rank of captain, effective Sept. 1, 1996, at
the Madisonville Police
Department.
Lutz, a graduate of Calloway
County High School, earned her
Bachelor of Science degree in
Criminal Justice from Murray
State University.
The former Murrayan joined
the Madisonville Department in
March 1978. She is currently
assigned as commander of the
Administrative/Training Section.

PIANO SALE
Numerous pianos that have been on loan
For Preview
to the University will be sold at Murray
Appointments and
State's Curns Center on Sunday. September
Information CALL
15 between Noon and 4 p Fn. In conjunction
with Yamaha's Institutional Loan Program
(502)S32-6565
and their agent, grand pianos, uprights.
consoles. digital and player pianos will be offered In
addition, other used pianos will be available, including,
Steinway. Baldwin. Schimmel, Wurlitzer and Samick
The pianos will be offered to the public at prices
well below retail prices Many are less than a
year old and have a 10-year factory warranty.
Call (502)832-6565 for an appointment
to preview

PUBLIC SALE DAY

Fall excitement begins with a
fully lined suit of Pebblestone,
accented with black velvet trim.
From Henry-Lee.

Simple...yet distinctive is the no

waisted, dresses. In soft poly
Roma knit from Henry-Lee.

Mon.-Thurs. 9-5:30, Fri. 9-8, Sat. 9-5, Sun. 1-5

SUNDAY. SEPT. 15, NOON -4 P.M.
Preview Appointments Suggested
CALL (502) 832-6565

ON-THE-SPOT
Factory Direct Financing
Including
90 Days Sama Al Cash
IMMEDIATE
Dehivary Availabio

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Elm Grout' Church

lebrates
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We are pleased to
announce that Antonia
Dunn, bride-elect of
Shane Adams, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Antonia and Shane
will be married Sept.
20, 1996.
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,Grove Bapost Church photos

Elm Grove Baptist Church observed its 150th anniversary in July of this year. Pictured above are members and friends standing in front of the church sanctuary at the
150th celebration. Persons with 50-year memberships include Lucille Atkins, Clyde
Hale, Estelle Outland, TOW. McNutt, Codell Williams, Owen H. Hale, Desseree McCuiston, Eugene Chaney, Charles Chaney, Rupert Emerson, John Brandon, Lottie Brandon, Eva Dell Henry, Sue Futrell Chaney, Carolyn Outland, Mary Bell Brantley, Hatton
Gamer, Cortel Chaney, James Outland, Charles Outland, Allred Williams, Delma Park-

er, June Crider, Orpha Keel and Keys Keel, as listed in the 150th anniversary program. Pastors listed include William Skinner, J. Padgett, LE. McLain, J. Padgett, J.B.
Fletcher, W.J. Beal, J.H. Beal, W.J. Beal, J.D. Outland, D.V. Outland, N.S. Castleberry,
L.V. Henson, N.S. Castleberry, W.W. Dickerson, J.H. Thurman, R.F. Gregory, J.E. Skinner, L.T. Daniel, W.B. Cone, Leslie Gilbert, M.T. Robertson, W.A. Farmer, Charlie Simmons, C.C. Brasher, Calvin Wilkins, David Brasher and Todd S. Buck, present pastor.
In the bottom photo are members of Elm Grove Baptist Church on Sept 7, 1901.

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

arrays most complets

Selections is pleased
to announce that
Nicole West
bride-elect of
Chuck Storey
has joined our
Bridal Registry.

Leker Times

Today

609,/2 South 4th • Murray
753-8808 or 753-9514

We are proud that

Amanda Hammack
a Christopher Crain
Spring Creek Baptist Church, located off Highway 783 North, Airport
Road, Murray, will have its annual homecoming on Sunday, Sept. 15.
Sunday School will be .1 10 cm. and worship with the Rev. Terry Powell as speaker at 11 a.m. A potluck meal will be served. A gospel singing will be at 1:30 p.m. featuring The Liberty Boys who are, pictured,
seated, Max McGinnis, and standing, from left, Darvin Stom, Roy Skinner and Harold Anderson. Persons unable to attend may send their
donations for the upkeep of the cemetery to Billy Joe Pyle, Rt. 2, Murray, KY 42071.

have chosen their china,
pottery, and flatware
from our bridal registry.
111 South 4th St
On Murray's Court Square
759-2100

Hurry-Limited Time Offer!

0Laundr

Heavy Duty Laundry Pair

After Every Home
Evening Football Game,
You Can Enjoy Mr. Gatti's

Extra Large Capacity Washer
• 2 speeds and 8 wash cycles including
Power Wash.
• Built-in bleach and fabric softener
dispensers

'399

ONLY

Large Capacity 3-Cycle Dryer
• Automatic Dry Control and 3 heat
selections.
• Extra wide opening.
• Reversible door swing.
Washer WJXR20807
Dryer DBLR333ET
Gas dryer 0BLR333G1 available at extra cost

'299

ONLY

For Only
TOUCH DOWN AT 1IR. GATTI'S BETWEEN 9:30-1100 P.I. FOR THIS SPECIAL!

-FREE Pick-Up On Old Appliances -FREE Delivery -FREE Normal Installation

MURRAY APPLIANCE
753-1586

212 E. Main St.

FORM A WATCH TEAM — KEEP MURRAY SAFE

.41.111.• 11P

Watch the Racers, Lakers and Tigers
in action and then stop in and
enjoy the best pizza in town!

Writers' Potpourri will be
Saturday. Sept. 14, at 9:30 a.m. at
Calloway County Public Library.
This is open to all interested
writers, according to Gladys Jarreu, director, who has released
some of the poems written by
participants as follows:
• • • •

We are pleased to announce
that Gina Williams, brideelect of John Pasco, has
made her domestic and household selections through our
bridal registry.
Gina and John will ie
married Sept. 28, 1996.

Kaci Shannon Bolls and Christopher Brent Harris will be married Saturday, Sept. 14, 1996, at 4 p.m. at First United Methodist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow immediately in the commons area of Glendale
Road Church of Christ. All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
Miss Bolls is the daughter of Mrs. Karen S. Bolls and the late Jerry Lee
Bolls of Murray, and the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Smith of
Murray and Mrs. Inez Bolls of Newport, Ark. Mr. Harris is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Harris of Memphis, Tenn., and the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. L.E. Harris of Little Rock, Ark., and Mr. and Mrs. Cloyce Johnson
of Memphis,

Pier 1 Imports is pleased to have
Kelly Hale bride-elect of Jamey
Scruggs, join our bridal registry.

,
We are pleased to announce
that Shari Wilford, brideelect of Timmy Stalls, has
made her domestic and household selections through our
bridal registry.
Shari and Timmy will be
married October 12, 1996.
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Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m.
Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)
* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60%, 75% and 90%

* $1000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jackpot Every Week

* Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

Penney
MURRAY, KY
ONLY

/ Entire Stock of MSU, UK and NFL
Merchandise For The Family
Shirts • Shorts • Jackets • Hats • Car Flags
Sport Rocker Chairs • Lockers etc.
Get in the Spirit and Show Your Team Pride!

Daddy and the
•Ghost of Palestine' et
By W.P. (Dub) Hurt
When Daddy was a young man,
He carried a '31a: route' marl
Across the valley, O'Of 00 hills, and
Through the haunted 'dale."
The route ran from 'Big-River'
Out to old Almo
No matter what the weather,
He always had to go.
Folks along the valley were
A superstitious 'lot'
They told Dad 'bout things they'd
seen
In the old
plat.'
They would huddle around a small
campfire
And, while warmin' their 'behind'
They'd whisper about the deeds
they'd done, and,
The Ghost of Palestine.'
Dad scoffed at their stories, but.
I'm sure they didn't mind
'Cause they knew some night
He would see
The 'Ghost of Palestine "
One night as he was passing by
He heard a ghostly moan
Coming from the old graveyard
From amongst the tall headstones
He rode in to investigate
It was just the 'restless wind'
Whippin' round the old church
house, and
Back through the tombrocks again
Daddy rode away alaughing
He knew they'd have a fit,
But the last laugh was on Daddy,
The 'Ghost' just wouldn't quit.
But that's another story
I'm sure that you don't mind
To wait and see what happened to.
The 'Ghost of Palestine •
September
By Frank A. McCallum
September is a bridge
Between summer and fall.
A mixture of seasons,
Tiny bits of it all
Cool nights to enjoy,
flowers still in bloom.
Harvest time begins,
warm days to consume
The moon is shining,
with a brighter glow.
See the Big Dipper,
with stars in a row.
A month between seasons,
looking forward and back.
A time of reflection,
your thoughts to contract.
• • • •
My Inner Pride
By Thomas Hornbuckle
If I die tonight I can't complain.
From dusk, to dawn to pouring rain,
I did my part, though not enough.
I did my part just the same,
Therefore my life was not in vain.
I've touched some hearts,
A many
A few.
Though some I wish I never knew,
But others I wish I had again,
If not for love,
Just as a friend.
I made a difference,
In this world I mean.

Where capital blood made my
hands unclean
Where so many wrongs were left
unright,
And so many rights still left unseen
To those who mattered I meant the
most
Which then again, really didn't matter at all
I was a stranger in many peoples
eyes.
Those who despised me,
The ones I despised,
Unfortunately they never met my
other side,
My inner beauty, my inner pride
ChIldren's Disease
By Marie Jarrett
Children today have illnesses
That were not known when I was
young.
Scientists have produced no
vaccination
It might have been called early
childhood
But the diseases grow as does the
child.
The first disease usually encoun
tared is
'Where's my?', yelling angrily.
'Where's my?'
They have 'insomnia' badly until
It's time to 'get up' in the morning.
They have telephone mania all
night,
Not one minute. but hours at a time
They have 'Mother everybody does
It' complex.
They have 'time for everything' but
chores.
They have "bad hair day' three
times daily.
They have 'time for everything' but
homework.
They have 'smart mouth' often
impudent.
They have 'selfish stretch.'
Everything created for them, them
alone.
Had they been taught early in life
That they were children
Parents were the ruling King and
Queen
There might be less
Of these unreasearched diseases.
• • • •
When Night Descends Upon Us
By Linda Siebold
When night descends upon us
ending day,
When whippoorwills call
and deer o'er meadows stray.
When day birds leap
and night things hunt their prey,
I may be found
beneath the darkened skies
Watching.. enchanted...
flitting fireflies.
I raise my eyes,
see the glittering stars.
Find the Big, and Little
Dippers Also Mars.
Stars are beautiful
and, in size, tremendous!
Fireflies...and stars!
Are they not stupendous?
• • • •
Early Morning Long Ago
By Elizabeth Turner
Did you ever go to get the cows
With dew all over the place?
And go down that old cow path,
Getting spider webs all over your
face.
The sun just so high, and in your
eyes.
You stub your toe and fall in the dirt,
There goes that old toe nail
And Oh how that hurts
You limp back with the cows

Choose the right investment for your hard-earned dollars. We want your
money to grow...and to be there when you need it. At Peoples First you're
assured °netting the most from your money because:
• There are no maintenance fees for any Peoples First Savings
or CD products.
• Deposits are federally insured up to $100.000.
• You can rely on friendly, experienced Peoples First
Customer Service Representatives to help you select the
account that is right for you.
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Sunday 12 30 p m to 5 30 p m

Being dependable is a priceless trait
A sterling character is never out of
date
Giving joy to others has ite own
reward
For joy comes back of Its own
accord
Kindness a trait that all should
desire
Loyalty and integrity traits to admire
Perseverance or holding the course
Persistence too is a powerful force
These traits are priceless and
admired
If you don't have them they can be
acquired
• • • •
The Alarm Clock
By Charlie E. York
The old alarm clock
I'm throwing away
It has sounded the alarm
Many a day
Awakening me with
Shock and fright
Seemingly in the middle
of a peaceful night,
I lived for the weekend
When the alarm got a rest
Turning it oft
I loved the best
Yet when Monday came
The clock didn't shirk
It sounded its message
Getting me off to work
It has worked these years
Now we both need a rest
The clock has not failed
To stand the test
Yet it's getting quite old
Its tick's getting weak
In fact both of us
Could be called an antique

Brantley boy
born Aug. 26
Donald and Billie Brantley of
Fort Hood, Texas, are the parents
of a son, Morgan Garrett Trcvitt
Brantley, born on Monday, Aug.
26, 1996, at Darnell Army Community Hospital there.
The baby weighed eight
pounds three ounces and measured 211
/
4 inches. Both the
father and mother are stationed at
Fort Hood, but the mother recently was released from service.
Grandparents are Curly and
Barbara Brantley of New Concord and Ronnie and Margcnc
Edwawrds of Delta, Ala.

Stuart and Dana Alexander of
187 Breakwater Dr., Hendersonville, TN 37075 are the parents of
a son, Nicholas Stuart Eli Alexander, born on Tuesday, Aug.
27, 1996, at 4:56 p.m. at Columbia Hendersonville Hospital,
Hendersonville.
The baby weighed eight
pounds two ounces and measured
21 inches.
Grandparents are Sally Alexander and the late Eli M. Alexander
Sr. of Murray, and Joyce Chapman and Don Chapman.

CURRENT INVESTMENT RATES
CD Term

Annual
Percentage Yield

9 Month

5.21%

$500

12 Month

6.00%

$500

18 Month

5.58%

$500

24 Month

6.19%

$500

30 Month

5.71%

$500

3 Year

5.76%

$500

Minimum
Balance

A penalty will be imposed for early withdrawal.
The annual percentage relde are accurate September 12-14 1006 CD mlnin.m
balances are required to open accounts and obtain the annual percentage yields For
rno re information call 1-800-926-1201

4.85%*APY
S20,000

5.38%*APY
$50,000

Minimum Balance

Minimum Balance

The Prot Investment Account annual percentage yields are accurate as of Seep. 10
IS and mmy change after the *coma nit is opened The APY ie 2.53% with• minimum
balance rens than 00,CO3 The minimum balance Is required to obtain the
•nnual
percentage yield Prime Investrrient Account fees may reduce earnings.

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
(502) 759-1400
Monday Saturday 10 a

Toe all COVilfiki with blood and dew.
With • little coal oil poured on
Would soon be good as new
• • • •
Priceless
By Wilma J. Sanders
Love is worth more than silver or
gold
Fidelity too is of value untold
Being worthy of trust of great value
too
Your word is believed in all that you
do
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If you spill something in the
oven while baking, sprinkle
some salt over it immediately.
This will make the cleaning up
later much easier.

We are pleased to announce that Suzanne
Coleman, bride-elect of
Tom Williams, has,made
her domestic and household selections through
our bridal registry.
Suzanne and Tom will
be married Sept. 21,
1996.
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COME LET KEN SHOW OFF MS
NEW PROPS, STUDIO &
OUTDOOR SCENES

',14' _Woks
121 N BYPASS(across from

"The &deal
Independent
repair shop in Murray"

Hickory Log Bac/)

619 South 4th • 753-6831

Call 753-7001
now to reserve
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your spot in our new
computer training
-71)
classroom!
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Jewelry Repair Specialist • Custom Design
"Where Your Ideas Turn To Gold"
Dixieland Center
On Chestnut St. • Murray, Ky • 759-1141

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo
Calloway's Justin Morton is corralled by two Heath defenders in last week's
game. The Lakers take to the road to
battle the state's fourth-ranked team, district foe Hopkinsville, Friday
night.

VISA • MASTERCARD • DISCOVER

at
Proudly
supporting
our Lakers
for the
past 68
years.

Stop by
for a great
meal before
or after
the game!

How About An Annuity?

Sept. 13, 1996 — 7:30 p.m.
Stadium of Champions, Hopkinsville

Lakers open district slate
at fourth-ranked Hoptown
By MARK YOUNG
The positives have far outweighed the negatives in
Calloway County's first two games of the season.
Good thing, since they can use all the positives they
can find for this week's opponent.
The 2-0 Lakers open district play this week, facing
fourth-ranked Hopkinsville on the road.
Calloway has played well in its first two games,
despite still being without quarterback Alberto
Villanueva.
But the Lakers have now entered a crucial stretch,
as district games with Lone Oak and Union County
follow Friday's battle with Hopkinsville.
"We've gotten two big wins, and emotionally we're
playing well," Calloway coach Billy Mitchell said.
"We're still making some mistakes, like breakdowns
in coverages and some fumbles, and if we make those
kinds of mistakes in district games, we'll get beat. If
we correct them, we can be a contender."
Hopkinsville finished 12-1 last season with its only
loss coming to eventual state champion Bowling
Green. The Tigers are led by explosive quarterback
Deontey Kenner, who provides a variety of problems
for the opposition.
"It seems like Hopkinsville has now got the kind of
program that reloads every year by just replacing a
position here and there," Mitchell said. "Their fullbacks, quarterback and tailbacks are the best we've
faced since we played them last year.
"(Kenner) can roll out and throw and hit the long
and short passes," Mitchell said. "We'll have to put
more pressure on him than in the past. We'll try to get
to him and make him overthrow some passes like we
did two years ago."
Hopkinsville defeated Calloway twice last season,

"We're on solid ground and I feel like we can compete with anybody if we don't get beat in the trenches
(on the lines)," Mitchell said. "That's where we were
getting beat my first few years here, but we've
improved a lot there. Now whether we can match up
with their speed and skill people, time will tell.
"Our defensive front seven has played as good as
any I've seen in a long time, both here and other
places I've been, and if you add in our two cornerbacks, then our front nine have played really well," he
added. "They're learning their position, they've gotten
experience and they're getting mature in their skills,
as long as we can keep them healthy."
The key to beating a team with the speed and explosiveness of Hopkinsville is to keep their offense off its
rhythm, Mitchell said.
"You try to make them miss some offensive assignments and make them question what they're doing
offensively," he said. "You want to get to Kenner
before he gets to you. We haven't faced this kind of
opponent that has this many weapons and this combination of players yet this season. If they have a weakness that we've seen on the game films, it's their
offensive line."
Calloway's offense has also played well with Dan
Arnett at quarterback, except for turnovers in the
opponents' territory.
"That's been the only minus (turnovers)," Mitchell
said. "We can't afford to give the ball up. We need to
have a smooth operation offensively, and I hope we've
corrected that."

Support
These
Businesses
That Help
Sponsor
This
Page

'Quality Sennce at Competitive Prices'

South 12th • Murray • Monk Stallons, Mgr. • 753-1615

`Southside Manor • 753-3456

Woodmen's Flexible Premium and Suigle Premium 1)e
!erred Annuity plans are coin
peuuve altemauves to other
saving s plans The intuit' guar
anteed rate• for amounts over
$5,000 is:
Howard D. Hughes
Woodman Bldg.
3rd & Map* Murray
753-4339
'Thu nos at paranond rue the fan month
and then can vary monthly OF CAM ha
Iccind for me yew

Ask your Woodmen
representative about our Flexible Premium
and Single Premium Deferred Annuity plans.

the second time a 38-20 loss in the second round of
the playoffs at the Tigers' Stadium of Champions.
But Mitchell said the days of his team being intimidated by playing on the road have passed.

;
I 'MOVIE WORLD
Please
SUPERSTORE

•Seif Service -Full Service
•Major Brand Oils
Citgo Card Map( Credit Cards & American Elpress Accepted

RESEARCH
COMPUTERS & INFORMATION SERVICES
1304-E Chestnut Street, Murray KY 42071
502-753-7001 http://www.hawkinsresearch.com

Maturing?

Hopkinsville (2-0)

Staff Writer
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Medical & Long Term Care
Life Insurance
Disability Income Coverage
Fixed & Variable Annuities
107 Maple St. • 502-753-1151
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SCHEDU—CE1
Student-athletes
post big numbers
on field, in class
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
Murray High's athletic program has received recognition for
many years based on its accomplishments on the playing fields.
On Friday night, the school will
be rewarded for its academic side
as well.

Murray High was recently
announced as the winner of the
1996 Purchase Cup, which is
awarded to the top school in the
region based on a points system
that combines the previous year's
athletic achievements, cumulative
grade point averages of athletes,
average daily attendance and the
graduation rate of senior athletes.
The traveling trophy will officially be presented prior to Friday night's football game against
Fulton County at Ty Holland Stadium, which kicks off at 7:30.
"This is quite an honor for the

school," MHS athletic director
David Carr said. "We have a
motto here, 'A Tradition of
Excellence,' and we've tried to
maintain that throughout the
entire spectrum of athletics and
academics."
The award is sponsored by
Federal Materials, Inc. of Paducah. The Purchase Cup mission
statement is: "To promote the
positive aspects of interscholastic
competition at the high school
level and to encourage participation by as many students as
possible."

Testaverde is having a
career year all right — quite
similar to every one of the
nine unfulfilled seasons that
preceded this one.
In the opener against Oakland, Testaverde ran for 42
yards and a touchdown and
passed for 254 yards. He
didn't throw an interception
and was hailed as the hero of
the Ravens' inaugural victory.

cipating in sports, Carr said.
"We have approximately 40
percent of our students participating in interscholastic athletics at
the varsity level," he said. "For
the fall sports alone this year, we
have 126.
"With the coaching staff we
have and the school as small as it
is, the various sports share several athletes, and some even in the
same season," Can. said, referring
to students to compete in both
soccer and football or soccer and

•Laken vs. CFS
CCHS Field — 5:30
II Lady Lakars vs. Hookinsville
CCHS Fisid — 7
JV gam. — 5:30
II Lady noses vs. Lyon Co.
Ty Holland Field — 7
JV game — 5:30

By RI
AP F

Cardinals' manager lives dangerously;
Giants' slugger rips two HRs in 4-2 win

Ravens' star QB
Testaverde faces
same old knocks
By DAVID GINSBURG
AP Sports Writer
OWINGS MILLS, Md.(AP)
— Vinny Testaverde talked
confidently this summer about
having his finest year in the
NFL.
Coming into the 19% season, Tesuiverde had 16 career
300-yard days and a 58 percent completion percentage.
On the other hand, he had only
two seasons in which he threw
more touchdown passes than
interceptions.
His career was comparable
to a sailboat on choppy seas
--- up and down, up and down.
Things were supposed to be
different this year. Playing in a
new city under a new coach in
a multi-faceted offense, Testaverde completed 27 of 39
passes in leading the Baltimore Ravens to victories in
their first two preseason
games.

Murray is the second winner lf
the cup, after finishing thirl
behind Marshall County and Ca.loway County last year.
Murray finished with 145
points this year, outdistancing
second-place Mayfield, which tallied 127.5. Graves County was
third. The Fourth District continued to do well this year as
Marshall finished fourth and Calloway sixth, just 2.5 points
behind Paducah Tilghman.
Being a small (Class A)
school, Murray has a large per:entage of its student body parti-

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
After hitting a two-run homer in
the first inning, Barry Bonds was
surprised he got a chance to do it
again.
Bonds hit his second two-run
blast in the eighth, giving San
Francisco a 4-2 victory over St.
Louis on Wednesday.
"If you keep playing with fire,
you'll get burned," Bonds said of
Cardinal manager Tony La Russa's decision to pitch to him.
"His ego is too big. Sometimes
you can't beat the laws of physics. I didn't think he was going to
pitch to me."
With Bill Mueller at first after
a leadoff walk in a tie game.
Bonds hit a full-count pitch off
Giants' left fielder Barry Bonds hit
two home runs in Wednesday's 4-2
win over St. Louis.

Alan Benes (13-9) just over the
right field fence for his 39th
homer of the season.
La Russa initially didn't want
to discuss Bonds after the game.
But he changed his mind after
being told that Bonds complained
that Willie McGee and Royce
Clayton — former teammates of
his now with the Cardinals —
wouldn't talk to him because La
Russa "must have a rule against
talking with guys on other
teams."
"He must be good enough to
play left field and manager our
club? He's not that good," La
Russa said. " Maybe he's
embarrassed because we won two
out of three and he didn't win
three games all by himself."
San Francisco broke a fivegame losing streak and handed
the Cardinals just their second
loss in 12 games. St. Louis' lead
in the NL Central dropped to two

games over Houston, which played Philadelphia on Wednesday
night.
Tim Scou (5-7), the third of
four Giants pitchers, got the win,
and Rod Beck pitched the ninth
for his 33rd save. Ozzie Smith, in
his last appearance in San Francisco if he follows through on his
announced retirement, got a
standing ovation before he lined
out to left field for the final out.
Bonds waved for Smith to join
him in center field after the last
out, and Smith obliged. The two
exchanged hugs.
"Barry and I have played in a
lot of All-Star games together,
and we just have a special relationship," Smith said. "He's an
incredible player."
Mueller singled and scored on
Bonds' first home run, giving the
Giants a 2-0 lead in the first.

Braves' Neagle searching for first Atlanta win
By AARON J. LOPEZ
Associated Press Writer
DENVER (AP) — Since shutting down Atlanta two weeks
ago, Denny Neagle has been
unable to do the same thing in a
Braves uniform.
Neagle remained winless in
three starts with Atlanta as
Andres Galarraga homered for
the second straight game Wednesday night, leading the Color-

ado Rockies to a 6-5 win over the
Braves.
Neagle (14-8), who is 3-4 with
a 6.97 career ERA against Colorado, has given up 12 earned runs
and lost twice since being traded
from Pittsburgh to Atlanta on
Aug. 28 — the day after he beat
the Braves 3-2. Atlanta hasn't
been much better, going 4-9 in
that stretch.
"I'd like to get a win under

my belt before we get into postseason," said Neagle, who gave
up six runs, four earned, in six
innings. "1 need to get that win
to help my confidence."
The Rockies won their fourth
straight behind a five-run third
inning and Jamey Wright (4-2),
who overcame a 34-pitch first
inning to win for the first time in
six starts.
"I just basically told him to

quit showing so much emotion,"
Rockies catcher Steve Decker
said of Wright's early problems.
"These are the world champions
over there. You don't shake your
head and act like you don't have
your good stuff because they're
going to feed off of ii"
Wright righted himself and
gave up three runs in seven
innings with five walks and six
strikeouts. Bill Swift pitched a

perfect ninth for his first save
since Sept. 19, 1992 when he was
with San Francisco.
Neagle's problems started
when he walked Wright and gave
up a bunt single to open the
inning. Following a sacrifice,
Ellis Burks hit a two-run single,
stole second and scored on Dante
Bichette's single.
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Shark-led International stars
now ready to battle U.S. team
By RON SIRAK
AP Golf Writer
GAINESVILLE, Va. (AP) — Finally, the Presidents
Cup will be a true test of strength between the United
States and those countries not eligible for the Ryder
Cup.
When the idea first popped up in 1994, it seemed like
it would be a close contest and that the International
team might be the stronger of the two.
They had the hottest player in the world, Nick Price;
the best player in the world, Greg Norman, and the best
young player in the world, Ernie Els.
But the haste with which the event was thrown
together as the PGA Tour sought to usurp the idea
before the super agency International Management
Group stole it, produced a jumbled event that fell short
of its promise.
Els and the Japanese star Jumbo Ozaki had scheduling conflicts and could not compete. Norman was ill
and had to withdraw. And Price was burned out after a
grueling year in which he won seven tournaments,
including the British Open and the PGA Championship.
The result was a relatively easy 20-12 victory by the
United States.
It won't be that easy when play starts on Friday.
Gone from the International team are Bradley Hughes, Fulton Allem and Tsukasa Watanabe.
Replacing them are Norman, Els and Ozaki.
"It's playing every bit of the 7,300 yards or whatever

the yardage is," Norman said Wednesday about the
rain-soaked Robert Trent Jones Golf Club.
"You'd think that because of the power players we
have on the International team and the great putters we
have on the International team, we have a pretty good
chance of winning this event."
A preuy good chance, indeed.
The trio of Hughes, Allem and Watanabe lost 8% of
the 12 points they contested in 1994. Flip that record to
8-3-1 and the International wins the Presidents Cup
17-15.
"We'll win," Norman said, "whether it's this year
or whether its next time."
The first Presidents Cup was thrown together with the
haste that often happens when two powerful forces are
trying to outmaneuver each other. And it showed.
The PGA Tour won its tussle with IMG — the new
home of Tiger Woods — and put on the Ryder Cupstyle team competition for those players from countries
not eligible for the Ryder Cup.
Finally, Norman, Price and Els had an international
stage on which to strut, just like Nick FaIdo, Seve Ballesteros and Bernhard Langer.
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•Presidents Cup...
Calloway tops North Drive 22-6; now 2-0
Calloway County Middle School's Dan+ Garner blocked a punt arid pocked
up a sack to help lead the eight-grade Laker* to a 226 win Over North Drive
on Tuesday
Aaron Stewart opened the scoring tor Cailoway (2-0) with a 641501111-pard TO
run Josh Owen put CCMS up 146 with a tour yard run Patrick Grew
capped
the scoring when he caught a three yard TO pass trom Tony Ryan
_
Ryan passed tor 68 yards and Owen rushed tor 51 Calloway s Chad Greer
also pocked up a sack
The Laken next game will be Tuesday at Murray Middle School Kickoff is
set tor 6 pm
• Calloway 1.4•Cidle s seventh grade team won 24 0 on Tuesday
Greg Villa
nueva scored three TDs and Kory Cunningham added the other

But the best players weren't
nere and the golf world had little
time to adjust to the idea of the
event and took lade notice of it.
Not so this time. The International teJUTI is better — much better — and an Amcncan golfing
public still stinging from the
Ryder Cup lOSS to Europe last
year is looking to beat someone
— anyone.
And the International team
traded up significantly.
The change has not gone unnoticed in the U.S. lockerroom.
"They go from having the 97th
player in the world to having the
No. 1 player in the world," Phil
Mickelson said. "That's a big
jump."
The reference was to Norman
playing instead of Hughes.
"Anytime you get Greg Nor-

By RICHARD ROSENBLATT
AP Football Writer

me on getting this job."
Michigan coach Lloyd Carr has
tried to sidestep the play that
Colorado coach Rick Neuheisel
turned a 26-21 lead into a 27-26
won't ever forget the Kordell
loss
at Ann Arbor, Mich.
Stewart-to-Michael Westbrook,
"We haven't talked about it,"
64-yard miracle pass that beat
Carr said. "I don't say that trying
Michigan two years ago.
to be a bad guy, but it just makes
His kids won't let him.
no sense for us to look back. ...
Neuheisel has a plaque at home
dwell
with a picture of Westbrook's To
on
it
is
last-play TD catch. And every counterproductive."
The site of Saturday's rematch
time someone pushes a button on
the plaque, a cassette is activated is Folsom Field in Boulder, Colo.
and play-by-play man Larry Zim- This time, the Buffaloes (2-0) are
mer's voice makes the dramatic led by Koy Deuner, who has hit
on 51-of-7S passes for 618 'yards
call.
"I still get goose bumps when and five touchdowns.
Colorado is averaging 42.5
my little boys press the button,"
Neuheisel said this week as No. 5 points and 557.5 total yards per
Colorado prepares for Saturday's game. The Buffs also have some
game against No. 11 Michigan. flashy receivers in Rae Carruth,
"My boys love it. They've James Kidd and Phil Savoy.
almost worn it out.
For Michigan (1-0), Scott
"It's a neat little thing to have
Dreisbach starts at quarterback.
around the house. It's in the den, Two weeks ago, he ran 72 yards
next to a letter from Byron for a TD in the Wolverines' 20-8
'Whizzer' White congratulating
win over Illinois.

Mart playing anything, you've got
a good team," Fred Couples said.
"We sat down and we said we
had to field the best team," Norman said. "If we field the best
team, we'll do ii"
The team they have this time is
much stronger than the 1994
squad.
In addition to Norman, Els,
Ozaki, Price, Singh and Elkington, it has David Frost, Mark
McNulty, Robert Allenby, Craig
Parry, Peter Senior and Frank
Nobilo.
The U.S. team has Couples,
Mickelson, Corey Pavin, Davis
Love III, Tom Lehman, David
Duval, Justin Leonard, Steve
Stricker, Mark Brooks, Scott
Hoch, Kenny Perry and Mark
O'Meara.
Arnold Palmer is the captain of
the U.S. team, while Peter Thomson — assisted by Ian BakerFinch — runs the International
squad.

Then came Game 2 Sunday
against the Pittsburgh Stetlers.
Testaverde ran for a touchdown and threw for another. But
his first pass of the game was
intercepted and returned for a
touchdown, and he later lost a
fumble that Pittsburgh converted
into seven
Fourteen ooints scored. 14

FULTON — Calloway's boys
outdistanced Murray and Fulton
City in high school golf action at
Fulton Country Club Wednesday.
Calloway finished with a team
score of 152, followed by Murray
at 165 and Fulton City at 184.
For Calloway, Buzz Paul had
the low score at 35, followed by
David Greene at 37. Adam Haley
with a 39 and T.J. Fike at 41.
Also playing was David Perlow,
with a 41.
For Murray, Drew Holton shot
a 40, Ryan Pickens shot 41 and
Anderson Howard and Zack Rayburn each shot 42. Jason Lafser
also shot a 42.
Murray's girls will compete in
the Fulton City Invitational at
Fulton Country Club Sept. 16.
The boys and girls will play Sept.
17, facing Graves County at
South Highland Country Club.

•Murray...
FROM PAGE 10
golf. "We've been able to work
that out pretty well the last few
years."
Despite some students competing in multiple sports throughout
the year, Carr said they still make
time to keep their academic
affairs in order.
"They always seem to manage
their time for academics, and
when you get down to it that's
what it's all about," he said.
With all the problems in athletics that are showing up in the
news, Carr said an award such as
the Purchase Cup is a welcomed
change.
"It reflects well upon the
school, the system, the student
body and the support we receive
from the community," he said.
"We had outstanding senior leadership across the board on our
athletic teams last year.
"We've also had good support
from our superintendent and our
board of education, and that's
had a lot to do with our ability to
run a successful athletic program," Carr added.

Folka

36 Years In Business
We Are Your Professionals

In Car & Home Stereos

WORLD OF SOUND
"...someone is working inside my head
with a jack-hammer."

The Cardinals closed to 2-1 in
the fifth when Tom Pagnozzi
walked, went to third on Luis
Alicea's double and scored on
Jackson's single.
Alicea was erased at the plate
on Smith's grounder to pitcher
Osvaldo Fernandez. Ray Lankford then singled, but shortstop
Rich Aurilia took a relay from
Bonds and threw out Jackson trying to score to preserve the 2-1
lead.
The Cardinals tied the game
2-2 in the sixth on singles by
Mark Sweeney, Gary Gaetti and
Tom Pagnozzi.
Jackson, making his second
start of the season, gave up two
runs and four hits in five innings.

"...beams of light are ricocheting inside my brain."
"...my stomach is on the worst roller coaster ride."
"...I just want to curl up and disappear."
Four Rivers Clinical Research, Inc. is studying
an investigational medication for the treatment of
migraine headaches. All study related medications,
evaluations, and assessments are FREE.
Murray & Paducah locations
Call For Information

(800) 445-6992

Catch the Racers
in Action!

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Emit Division
W
L Pct.
Atlanta
86
597
58
ntnsai
79
MI
545
Flonda
71
76
4413
P4., Voili
65 81
445
59 87
404
Ceitrul Ohnsise
W
L Pct.
St Lan
79 67
541
77
70
524
73
72
503
Cinarrnat
73
73
500
50 65
410
Wee Dlv1.i
W
L
Los Angeles
111
64
566
San Diego
$2 65
566
Colorado
75
71
514
San Franosoo
110 84
417
IN•daseeloy's Gams*
Now Vont 3. Florida
Montreal 2. Chicago I
San Ffenasco 4, St Lome 2
Colorado 6. Atlanta 5
Philadelphia 10, iiouston
LOB Angola 3 Cincinnati 2
San Dego 8. Pliaburph
Thursdays Genies
PNladelphis at icurlon, 135 pm
Atlanta at Colorado, 206 pm
Fionda at Montreal. 635 p in
St Lout at Los Angie*, 9 05 p rn,
Pinstarrph at San Francisco, 906 p in
Only germs scheduled

AMERICAN LEAGUE
All Timm CDT
Emit Dion
W
L
4e 7ok
$1
63
79 56
74
72
Toronto
79
67
51
96
Division
W
L
Cslarid
86
58
Clecigo
78 68
Unnesata
73 72
70 77
67
79
West Division
W
L
Texas
93 62
Seattle
73
70
Oakland
71
76
Calicenta
GS
91
Wednesdays Genies
Boston 4. kilimukee I
Cleveland 2, Callonne 0
Toronto 9. Texas 3
Kansas City 4 Seattle 2
1.4nrasola 7 Oakland 2
Baltimore 7, Chica90 6. 10 innings
Novi York 7. Detroit 3
Thursday's Games
Now York it Detroit. 12 15 pin.
California at Cleveland. 695 pm
Chicago at Daimons. 635 pm
Oakland at Minnesota. 706 pm
Seattle 11 Kansas City, 705 pm
lAiwauk•ii at Texas. 735 p in
Om, games scheduled

NAPA SOO
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Free with arty purchase
while soppiieS I.t

Watch
the
NAPA 500
on ESPN
Sunday,
Nov. 10,
at
12:30 p.m.
EST

FREE NOSCH SUPER PLUGS,
FREE SIT BY MAIL WHEN YOU
ALSO BUY A BOSH OXYGEN
SENSOR. SEE STORE FOR DETAILS
Buy Tlivo,
Get -Second
FREE
after 99.
Mail-In
Rebate
NAM teed Stet 1
15.9%
11 Oz. Size

NAPA LEGEND
75 MONTH
BATTERY

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th SI.

753-4461

Saturday, September 14th at 7:00 p.m.
Roy Stewart Stadium
The game plan begins at 5:00 p.m. in front of Stewart Stadium
'Ta
9
ilgatingWBLN Live Remote w/Giveaways

*Great Food!
YMCA Sponsored Children's Activities
(Prizes Donated by Dennison Hunt
and Golf Mart of Murray)

*Demonstrations by MSU Rodeo
Booster Club

Co-sponsored by the MSU Alumni Association and Student Goverrinutnt Association
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• Clean, Dependable Cars
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"There's still improvement
that I have to make for us to continue to win on a consistent
basis." Testaverde said Wednes-

Why Not Buy From
e% Honest & Reliable People

Sponsored By

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

points given away In the NR.., a
quarterback who comes out even
in the plus-minus category isn't
going to win many games. It
didn't happen Sunday, as the
Steclers handed the Ravens a
31-17 ckfeat

1599
,

battery powered

Flex Lite

Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray, KY
Parts
• Murray
Parts
• Benton

759-1390
- Your Home Investment Company Since 1884 -

Monday-Friday 7 a.m.-5:30 p.m.; Saturday 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Closed Sunday
Sal. Prima Good at ?dorm Store Only! • Other Locations. Benton & Lake City
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"The &deer
independent
repair shop In Murray"

...For All Your Home Improvement Needs

619 South 4th • 753-6831

500 S. 4th St.• 753-6450

D8D
PLUMBING

See us for
all your band
Instrument
needs...

Residential • Commercial
• Service Repair
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Murray High's Allen Thompson (15) looks for running room in last week's game at Union County. Thompson will
move from quarterback to tailback for Friday's home district game agair.st Fulton County.

"Specializing in Quality Work"
David Ryan

Darren Howard

753-0901

Murray High (0-2)

Dixieland
Center Murray

r
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Fulton County (0-2)
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supporting
our Tigers
for the
past 68
years.

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
753-5273

701 Main Street

*GO
TIGERS!
ElMia11111111111111
BOONE
MEPP *10 PI 41
605 Main • Murray • 753-2552

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home

Sept. 13, 1996 — 7:30 p.m.
Ty Holland Stadium

Banged-up Tigers host Pilots
in early district confrontation
By MARK YOUNG

the betterment of the team," he added.

Stan Writer

"Injuries are part of the game, and it's my job to
prepare others and get them ready to play in case
somebody else can't go," Fisher said. "We've moved
players as late as the ninth game of the year to make a
position stronger and sure it up. We've just done the
best we can, but when you don't have the numbers to
begin with, it makes it doubly hard."
Fulton County also enters Friday's district matchup
at 0-2 after losses to Union County and Hopkins
County Central.
"Fulton County plays very aggressively, and like us,
their first two games have been against 3A teams,"
Fisher said. "And while we've lost some players,
they're getting two back this week.

After last week's game against Union County, Murray High's roster is reading more and more like one of
the NFL's physically-unable-to-perform lists.
Injuries have taken their toll on the 0-2 Tigers as
they prepare to open district play by hosting Fulton
County in their first home game of the season.
"We're in bad shape," Murray coach Rick Fisher
said. "Union County came to hit and they were more
aggressive than we -were. We came out of that game
beat up, and we lost more than just a game."
The most far-caching injury is to number one tailback Johnny Harrison, who will miss most, if not all,
of the season with a knee injury.
"He's definitely gone for a while," Fisher said of
Harrison, Murray's most effective running threat
through the first two games. "There's no way he'll
play Friday, and we'll be lucky to get him back at all.
Hopefully, we can get him back by the eighth or ninth
week."
To try and fill the gaps, Fisher will move three-year
starting quarterback Allen Thompson to tailback and
bring in O'Shea Hudspeth to play quarterback. Other
injuries and problems have also prompted Fisher to
move Kenny Hammonds into the backfield.
"If we're going to have a chance at all to win Friday, we'll have to sure up that position, and I think
this will be the best move," Fisher said. "Since we're
a Class A school, I said that we had to stay away from
injuries because one major injury will cause you to
have to move two or three people, and it becomes a
numbers game.
"We'll try to move people around and we'll have
some people playing out of what they would consider
their 'natural' position, but they'll just have to put
themselves second and do what needs to be done for

"They were picked early to be one of the contenders
to be the frontrunner in the district," he added.
"They've got size with speed, with two of the biggest
tackles around. They're very aggressive, with a whole
lot of quickness."
While Friday's game will only be the third of the
season for both clubs, the fact that it is a district game
makes it very important down the road.
"It's a must-win because it's a district game,"
Fisher said. "You have no chance to win the district if
you lose, and the things we want to accomplish this
season will be in jeopardy if we don't win. A loss will
put you in a hole in the district race, and then you'll
have to realy on others to do the job for you.
The key, then, to winning Friday's game is to be the
more aggressive team, Fisher said.
"We have to outhit them," he said."We also have to
play with more emotion. In our first two games, we
haven't played with a whole lot of enthusiasm and
emotion. We've been up in both games, but then
we've lost them."

Compliments of

David L.
Harrington

LEARN MORE ABOUT

IRAs AND
ANNUITIES

County Attorney

"DON'T DRINK
fi DRIVE!"

HERE'S TO A
WINNING
SEASON!

David L. Hudspeth
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Murray
753-1820
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FULL COLOR CAPS & SHIRTS
BUSINESS CARDS
COMPLETE SIGN SHOP
COMPUTER VINYL GRAPHICS
ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES
YOUR ONE-STOP PRINT SHOP

Express
615 South 12th St
Southiude Shopping Center

502-753-1905 — Murray

753-1933
Murray

498-8142
Hazel

West Kentucky
Properties
Steve Durbin
Principal Broker
Commercial
Residential
Rentals • Property
Management
•

1315 Main Street • Murray, Ky.
Office: 502-759-1161 • 1-800-755-1236
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Pond Raised Catfish
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Deaths

WKMS features Monroe,
Armstrong this weekend

p.-

James Lymon Henson
The funeral for Jameti-YmOn Mends will be today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Willard Beasley and Tim
Cole will officiate. Burial will follow in Hamlet Cemetery.
Mr. Henson, 61, Benton, died Monday, Sept. 9, 1996, at 7:34 p.m.
at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
Survivors include three brothers, Franklin Henson, Harold Henson.
and Edward Henson, all of Benton.

.1,

Crofton,Beyer receive fun'Eng
For the second consecutive year
Dr. John Crofton, assistant professor, and Dr. Louis Beyer, professor,
in Murray State University's department of physics and astronomy,
have been awarded funding from
NASA to be used for research in
developing space-related semiconductor technology.
They will receive funding in the
amount of $10,000 from the
NASA/Kentucky Space Grant Consortium (KSGC) to be used during
the 1996-97 academic year. KSGC
is an affiliation of Kentucky universities and industries sharing the goal
of enhancing research and educational opportunities in space-related
fields of science and engineering.
KSGC funds are provided by NASA
with matching support from within
the state. Additional funds provided
by Murray State's college of science
have doubled the value of the grant.
The project, "Electrical and
Physical Characterization of High
Temperature Schottky Contacts to
N-Type SiC," focuses on the development of semiconductor devices
which will function in a high temperature and high radiation environment. Silicon carbide(SiC)is a wide
bandgap semiconductor material
with the potential to operate at
temperatures as high as 1300° F. It
is capable of withstanding higher
voltages and operating at higher
frequencies than standard silicon,
making it suitable for the stringent
requirements found in space applications, Crofton said.
Crofton explained the practical
uses of this technology. "When
things are sent out into orbit, they
are exposed to solar radiation. They
begin to heat up which means their
electronics heat up," he said. "Electronics in spacecraft and satellites
have to be cooled down just like
they do in commercial or military
aircraft.
"By using silicon carbide in the
semiconductor devices, electronics
can reach higher temperatures before they have to be cooled," he
noted. Crofton further explained
that space vehicles can be more
efficient by not having to carry as
much coolant for the electronics
aboard — less coolant, less weight,
more efficiency.
Silicon carbide devices have de-

monstrated terrestrial uses as well.
Murray Police Chief David Smith, center, is shown with Hertoorn, Germany,
Last year during the Broadcaster's
City Police Chief Joachim Drozella, left, and Autobahn-Police Chief Siegfried
Convention in Las Vegas, Crofton
Klabunde at Herborn Market Square. Smith visited the community recently.
noted that the Westinghouse group
sent the first-ever high definition
television signal.
"High definition TV is the wave
of the future," Crofton remarked.
"The transmitters used to do this
were made of silicon carbide."
Specifically, Crofton and Beyer,
who will serve as project co-directors, will be focusing on the development of metal contacts to the
The first in a series of programs is a multicultural reader on U.S.
semiconductor material. Electrical
highlighting "The Family" will be families,from Routledge. The other
characterization
physical
and
presented Wednesday, Sept. 18 at is entitled "The Way We Really
analysis will be performed at Mur7:30 p.m. in Murray State Univer- Are: Ending the War Over Amerray State using scanning electron
sity's Wrather Auditorium. Dr. Ste- ica's Changing Families."
microscopy (SEM) and Rutherford
"We consider ourselves very forbackscattering spectrometry(RBS). phanie Coontz, noted family historian, will be the featured speaker for tunate to
Crofton has received grants from
have such a recognized
this opening lecture of the annual speaker and
NASA through Auburn University
expert on the history of
College Forum Series sponsored by family life
in the amount of $102,000 for
in America to kick off the
current work with silicon carbide. the College of Humanistic Studies. College Forum Series," stated Dr.
Coontz's most recent book, "The Ronald Gulotta who is serving
The grants were supplemented by
with
Way We Never Were: American Dr. Lillian
Daughaday as co-chair.
$50,000 in equipment donations
Families and the Nostalgia Trap", "We
expect this lecture to challenge
from Albermarle Corp. in Baton
placed her at the center of the family
thoughts about the American
Rouge, La., and Westinghouse
values debate in American politics.
family." Both Daughaday and GuElectric Corp. in Pittsburgh.
She has testified about her research lotta are
Crofton has an undergraduate
assistant professors in the
before the House Select Committee departmeat
degree in electrical engineering and
of sociology, anthroon Children, Youth and Families in
a doctorate in physics, both from
pology and social work at MSU.
Washington,D.C.,and her work has
Auburn University. Before coming
The program is open to the
been featured in The New York
to MSU,he was a senior engineer al
-Times,The Wall Street Journal,The public. For more information call
the Westinghouse Science and
Washington Post, Newsweek, Har- Gulotta at (502) 762-4529.
Technology Center in Pittsburgh.
per's, Vogue, Mirabella and many
He has authored more than a dozen
other national publications and
papers in the field of compound
academic journals. She has also
semiconductors and has given
appeared in several primctime telenumerous talks on the subject
vision documentaries and been a
Federal State Market Sews Service Sept. 12, 1994
throughout the United States and
guest on the Oprah Winfrey Show, Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 2
Europe. Earlier in the summer,
Buying Stations Receipts: Act. 44 it. 175 barrows &
Crossfire, CNN's Talk Back Live, Gilts
1.04 higher Sows 1.011-2.010 lower
Crofton served as a session chair at CBS This
Morning and Nighttalk US 1-3 2.38-20$
-----------$.51.511 - 5210
The Third International High
US 1-3 215-134 lb,.R47.5I • 5434
with Jane Whitney.
---$38.50 • 5130
US 3-1 249-234
Temperature Electronics ConferCoontz currently teaches history US 1-2 244-215 lba._--511.50 - 13.54
ence in Albuquerque.
and family studies at The Evergreen Sows
Beyer has 30 years of experience State College in Olympia,
US 1-2 274-158 lbs._
539.011 • 18.100
Washing- US
B39.541 - 11.84
1-3 304-154 lbs._
in operating the particle accelerators ton. A former Woodrow
Wilson US 1.3 154-525
• 13.811
used in RBS diagnostics, as well as fellow, she has also
WA* • 19.40
taught at Kobe US 1.3 525 & up
significant academic and industrial University in Japan and
• 39.00
2-3 310-5110
the Univer- US
BOW'S $35.40-35.51
engineering experience in data ac- sity of Hawaii at
Hilo. She serves on
quisition, data analysis and compu- the advisory board to the
National
ter simulation.
Family Index of Family Circle and
Both Beyer and Crofton encour- is a Faculty Scholar for
the National
age graduate and undergraduate Faculty. In
1995 she received the
student involvement as a critical Dale
Richmond Award for the
part of the project, Crofton noted. American
Academy of Pediatrics.
He urges students interested in
She won the Washington Goverlearning moAc about potential re- nor's Writers
Award in 1989 for
search oppodunities to contact the "The Social
Origins of Private Life:
department of physics and astroA History of American Families," a
nomy at Murray State.
book that has since been translated
into German. A book titled "Women's Work, Men's Property: On the
Origins of Gender and Class,"
which Coontz co-authored with
Ion will be available to sign copies Peta Henderson, is also available in
of her collection, which may be French and Spanish versions.
Two new books authored by
purchased at the reading or from the
Murray State Bookstore.
Coontz are due out in January. One

MINIMUM

Armstrong is credited with being
the first person to play what we now
know as jazz. Before Louis, popular
music consisted of ragtime and
two-beat dance tunes.
Armstrong was the most important musician in the country. His
influence extended to all types of
music including the classics. And
his influence continues to this day.
Jazz great Miles Davis once said,
"You can't play anything on the
horn that Louis Armstrong hasn't
played."
WKMS 91.3 is the public radio
service of Murray State University
broadcasting news, jazz, classical
music, blues,folk and bluegrass and
other information and entertainment programs to the four rivers
region and surrounding states.
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Stock Market Report

'
At

I HOG MARKET

awi'4

Dow Jones Ind. Al,. 5771.20 14.21
DJIA Prolous Close.......3754.92
Air Products.................561/4
1/s
A T &
----- 533/5 3/1
Bell South .........
Briggs & Stratton.... 443/s .6. Ns
Bristol Myers Squibb.-_--.92314
CBT Corp. Ky.' -----..21B 223/4A
Chrysler.
-281/4 4- 3/s
Dean
1/4
Exxon
• 3/1
.....
Ve
Ford Motor..
-311/2
General Electric.........871/s 4. Ns
General
.....481/4 + 1/1
Goodrich
393/4 4. Ns
Goodyear...................
4. Ns
1173/4 1/4
I B M
443/4 unc
Ingersoll Rand.

Prices as of 9 a.m.
K•Mart.
101/s • 1/4
K U Energy................ 291/4 4. 1/4
Kroger .
423/1 « 1/s
L G & E.......—.............23 unc
Mattel
27 unc
McDonalds ....................473/1 +
Merck
- 1/4
J.C. Penney.........-.......543/s • 3/s
Peoples FIrst•.—.........22B 23A
Quaker Oats..
.34 « 1/1
unc
Sears
- 1/s
Texaco
941/s • Ns
lime Warner................3P/. 1/4
1ST
30 unc
Wal-Mart...........—...
1/1

141111ard Lyons Is a market maker in this stock
UNC-pnce unchanged

407
HILLIARD
LYONS

Hilliard Lyons

• Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

Our Best Investment Is You.
!IR Hill.a.d. W.I. I res. Inc • Alorntler NYS/ •nd Slfr

ONE DAY ONLY!

08‘>

•

I MEDIATE
POSITION AVAILABLE
Advertising Sales Representative
Full-time sales position available for a highly, selfmotivated individual. Must have a dependable
means of transportation. Excellent benefits include health and dental insurance, paid holidays,
paid vacation, sick days and gas allowance.
Send or drop off resume to:
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071

Subscribe or renew
your subscription for one year
on Friday the 13th, 1996
and receive 13th Month FREE!!

Investment Rates
TERMS

91.3 WKMS recognizes two
musical greats this weekend with
special programming on Bill Monroe and Louts Armstrong.
Saturday, September 14 during
"Music From the Front Porch" from
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. host Grady Kirkpatnck will honor the late father of
bluegrass music by playing some of
his greatest hits as well as an
interview with Monroe done dunng
his 1993 visit to play at the Four
Rivers Folk Festival.
Sunday, September 15 at 3 p.m.
KJAZ, WK MS's overnight jazz
satellite service, presents an hourlong "Louis Armstrong Special."
The program features recordings
that represent Armstrong at the peak
of his talent as one of America's
most beloved entertainers.

Coontz to speak
for MSU series

Neelon poetry reading Sept. 19
Poet Ann Neelon will read from
her work at 7:30 p.m., Thursday
Sept. 19, in the main reading room
of Pogue Library at Murray State
University.
Her poems and translations have
appeared in "American Poetry Review," "Gettysburg Review," "Pequod" and other anthologies and
magazines. Her collection "Easter
Vigil" was awarded the 1995 Anhinga Prize for Poetry.
NceIon is a native of Boston and a
graduate of the MFA program at the
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, and of Holy Cross College.
She was a Stegner Fellow and a
Jones Lecturer at Stanford University, as well as a Peace Corps
volunteer in West Africa. She lives
in Murray and is an assistant professor of English at Murray State,
The reading is free and open to
the public. There will be a reception
following the reading, where Nee-

13

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 12, 1996

182-DAY
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

12-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

24-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

500

500

500

500

CURRENT
INTEREST
RATE

4.95% 5.90% 6.10% 5.63%

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

5.01% 6.00% 6.19% 5.71%

Make Friday the 13th your lucky day by
subscribing to or renewing your paper
subscription for one year.
Come by our office at 1001 Whitnell
Avenue anytime between 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
on Friday, September 13, 1996 to receive
your extra month FREE!!
Remember...this is a ONE DAY ONLY
offer! You must renew or subscribe this day
to receive your FREE month!!

12 Month Subscription

$7200
Only

Month FREE!!
13th
(Applies
for local rates only)

_
1111 Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071
UNIT
COMMO4WULED

Murray Ledger & Times

502-759-9443. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
12111)12Y Aal

4..

$.4•00 Column Inch
SO% Discount 2nd tun.
40% Discount 310 Run.
4I I Ado SAW Ari Winn 4 Ckly Aided/
W
$2 00 per column inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Gukle).

Reader Adl
304 per word. $6 00 minimum
tat day.64 pr word plIN day for
each additional consisoutIve
day $200 extra for Shopper
(Tues Clossrfieds go into Shopping Guide) $200 extra for
blind box ads

Yard Sole $750 Prepaid
A $2.00 Ns will be required to make
any changes to ad offer deadline

TO,1/41:1.;gE
ANNOUNCEMENIS
,.goi Notice
Notice

020
025
030
340
050

PeriOnas

Cora of Thice-ers
n Memory
Lost & F onna
Fat/bete& MARKET

90
370
3910
43C
550

;orm Equipment
uverock & Sul:vies
Po.en! & %coo es
ock•c e
Teea & Seea

060
070
090
'111

IMPlOYMENI
Pimp wonted
Dorrieric & Checicore
Situation Wonted
Business 00Port.inny
instruction

REAL ISIAH VENIAL
Moolie Homes for Rent
290
286 Mood' Home LOTS for Rent
300
&Jainism Penton
310
Wont To Rent
Apartments For Rent
320
330
Rooms For Rent
340
Houses For Rent
360
For Rent or Lease

000

020

Notice
Lost or Stolen?
Hazel and Murray Area
Redmax 2300 Handheld
Blower
Red & Biacx
S REWARD
Safari Lawncar•
759-2259
20/20 WITHOUT GLAS
SESI Safe rapid non
surgical permanent restoration 6 8 weeks Airline
pilot developed Doctor ap
proved Free informatxin by
mail 800 422 7320 ext
213 406 961 5570, fax
4 06 96 1 5 5 7 7
http 'Newsy visionfreedom
corn
Satisfaction
guraranteed
ALTERATIONS Ruth s
See & Sew 753-6981

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

Feature Of The Week

Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehen
sire policy pays for
Skilled Intermediate or
Custodial Care
With
Medicare s new guide
lines for confinement
Nursing Home Insur
ance is more important
than ever

5-Piece Maple

For tree
lorma(Ion call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-.roe ,oca' c4rn senrce'

* $4,000 REWARD *
For information leading to the return of:

MILLER BIG 40 WELDER
Serial Number KC281160
and the conviction of person or persons responsible for the theft of said
welder.

IR. HAYES CONSTRUCTION
CO., INC.
(901)642-4707
Paris, Tennessee

Bedroom Suite

s299
HB, FB Dresser,
Mirror & Nightstand

PURDOM
Furniture & Mattress
Downtown Murray • 7534872
HOUSE of Clothes now
open Mon Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1
to 5 Nice consignment clothing $100 Buys mens,
women, children jeans
sweaters, sweat shirts
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
489 2243 or 753-6981
MUMS Pre Season Sale U
dig or potted 15 Varieties
to choose from 2 Miles S
Old Murray Paris Rd
753-2171, 753-1078
PSORIASIS
SUFFERERS - New and
approved spray stops itchy
flaky, red skin or 100%
money back No side effects Works when everything else fails Call now
800-61 -SPRAY

025
Personals

I _Iii341.
4 25
4--(CARPET & FLOOR COVERINc5-K
Doing it right the first timii costs
we. than doing It ov•r.
First Quality carpet, hardwood, We I vinyl
WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
30 Years Experience
Sales & is Mien T an Toa ad 1gu""
Jay Knight
a
Mitch Knight
knigtirs
Hwy 641 1' z MileS SOuth Of A/Rey 10
Torn Taylor Road Right 1500 yards
'
H ut"
Jim Knight

753-7728

Telephone Sales &Service
Phone Jacks Installed •
$35.Ea. Additional Jack
VOCIAVI Sales 111 service

tr,e,/ 8„.,,,„.„

ri,,,,,,,,,voem,

MURRAY

c

1 800 4 SEARCH FINDS
ANYONE Old friends reia
byes, sweethearts dead
beats adoptions, unlisteds
with name & addresses
National Search $59 95
Money back guarantee
Call nowl 800 4 SEARCH'
050
Loft
And Found

LOST!
-FriendlyDOG
Female, answers to
"Shyna". White with
black spots. She
has a big black spot
on her right eye.
She is a small dog,
app. 20 pounds.
If found, please

call 759-5095

4:

753-7567
itedq•

vtiroit""

Child's pet!
Please leave message
Thank You.
(Missing from
Canterbury area)
(8-19-96)

Wiggins Furniture
(Since 1958)

Hwy. 641 N. - Across from
Memorial Gardens

Help
Wanted

753-4566

$603 TO $800 PER WEEK
WITH No experience
necessary! Now hiring individuals interested in becoming professional truck
drivers with training assistance available Call
800 467 3806

Open. Alam.-Sat. 9 a.m. go 5 p.m.
Free Deliver) and Financing Mailable
Where Qualify Doe.n't Carry it High Prtt t
Mention this ad. We'll pay the tax.

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
you are in average health and can answer
no to a few questions you may quaky for pre
toned rates Below are a tew monthly preferred
ralefi at different ages for $4000 policy
If

•

, • r P.

a+20
KO

••

55

MALE
$11 Kt
14 '8

FEMALE
SG 20
10 96

NEW LOWER RATES AGE SO UP
898 80
I9.55

'750

ape 70
ape 75

27 31
3877

2, 78

'309
15 54
19 33
25 18

Premiums QUI/1/11•ThIP4Wi NOT 10

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
r

905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-1100-455-419e

753-1916

a DRIVERS TEAM
OPERATION- No touch
loads Runs between
Texas, South, and Mid
west Conventional walk in
sleepers Excellent pay and
benefits Hard Runner Express Call 800 865-3074
a SIGN PRO Opening
soon in Shelbyville KY is
accepting applications for a
graphic designer computer
operator Duties include
computer graphic design
layout production as
sembly and estimating
Submit salary history and
references to Gary Miller
Landmark Community
Newspapers, P 0 Box 549
Shelbyville: KY 40066
BOOKKEEPER/ secretary
for local decorating busi
news Must be proficient in
bookkeeping typing &
must have some computer
knowledge Also assist in
store when needed Apply
at Black's Decorating Can
ter 701 So 4th St Murray
KY

SERVICES
ineutoric•
Exterminating
Business Services
floating & Cooling
Services Offer.°

WO
230
250
290
5X)

TRANSPORIADON
470

Motor cycies
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Usea Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

4e0
4E15
490
495
500
510
520

120
130
140
150
155
lea
165
170
lac
195
200
210
220
240
200
380

MERCHANDISIE
Computers
For Sole or Trod.
Wont To Boy
Articles For Sole
ADOlionc es
Home Furnitnings
Annques
Vacuum Cirri:mews
Sewing Mochines
Heavy EquiOrnent
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscelioneous
IV & Radio
Pets & SoC•GlieS

ADJUSTMENTS
Master Card

Mobile Homes For Suei
For Sole or le0s./
HOrne Loons
Pear Era's
Lake Proper'.
Lols For So El
Forms For Sae
Homes For Sae

LOG HC
vices Ft
rust Abe
Clay C
Dept C
see 386

MOTOR
work bi
clothing
& Arnim
Goods,
502-247

OFFICE HOURS.

MURRA
14 Shp
tic trans
$800 41

Mon.-Fd. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Solusioy Closed

MISCELLANEOUS
410
540
500
5.70

060
Help
Wanted

Advedieete are requested to
cheek the Oaf iteedion of
their ads tor ay wog. Murray
l•dpar & &nee vall be teepees.* tor only one Incorrect inotertioe. Any arca
*mad be repotted Imm
ately go conectloos can be
made.

REAL ISIAIE SALES
270
365
420
430
435
440
460
460

LIKE r
3 pan $
rockier*
$450(
tween 1

Public Sole
T,ocie
Pee Cc:num'

NICE Cl
753290

• Doodewps are 2 days
Ns advancipt

WC)^'(.4c7

NO Pay
until Jar
interest
Cadet le
tors Lar
Industrie

110
Help
Wanted

160
Wareal

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR CDL DRIVERS (Tractor/ DRIVERS- Solos, teams,
FOR BUILDING AND trailer)- Travel first class grads Top pay to start
EQUIPMENT MAINTE- with Werner Enterprises loaded or empty Pay for
NANCE. Facilities Man- Vans, flats. TCUs, OTR, experience Benefits
agement Position to begin Regional and dedicated op- 401K Assigned equipNovember 1998 Qualifi- portunities Full benefit ment 22, CDL 'A'
cations Bachelors degree package First day health 800-633-0550, 7 days, ext
requited with six (6) years and dental, 401K Solo, all EB-7
of progressive experience teams and owner - DRIVERS- Top ten packoperators welcome, weekly age in industry:
in the supervision of build
30-32 cents
ing and equipment mainte- pay and settlements Paid per mile with 1-3 year's
plates,
ticktolls
and
scale
nance employees and abilexperience! All convenCall toll free
ity to obtain a commercial ets
tional fleet' Benefits' 401KI
driver's license, experience 800-346-2818
Grads welcome Boyd
in a college or university
Brothers 800-543 8923
setting a plus A combinaext. CP-3.
HELP WANTED: Earn
tion of experience and fortobacco
EXPERIENCED
up
to
$500
per
week
mal education necessary to
assembling products at
cutters needed Call
direct tie activities of the
435-4424
borne. No experience.
foremen responsible for the
INFO
1-504-646-1700
various disciplines of buildFENCE ERECTORS- HirDEPT. KY-2021.
ing and equipment mainteing experienced or trainance in the operation,
nees. Drivers license, drug
maintenance, repair, conlasting required Good pay
struction, and renovation of
and benefits Call or write
the university fealties and COMMISSION salesper- West Memphis Fence Co ,
direct
son
mail
for
growing
campus Ability to plan, deP0 Box 1565, West Memvelop, and implement new company. Sales experi- phis, AR
72303
required
Only
those
ence
methods and procedures
501-735-1798 Subcondesigned to improve opera- of strong character and tractors also needed
tion, minimize operating high morals need apply
costs, and effect greater Earn $30,000440,000 for a FIREFIGHTERS- No exutilization of materials and job well done. Send resume penance necessary Paid
Labor Responsibilities Di- and/or letter of application training with excellent benrects and coordinates activ- to Automated Direct Mail, efits Paid relocation to HS
ities of employees in build- 312 Main St, Murray, KY diploma grads ages 17-34
Cal 800-284-6289
ing and equipment mainte- 42071.
nance including building COVENANT
FRIENDLY TOYS &
trades, panting, plumbing,. TRANSPORT- All convenGIFTS- Has openings for
electrical, elevators, envir- tional fleet 435 Detroit 9 dealers
No cash investonmental systems, and speed Dryboxireefer, avg
ment! Fantastic toys Excentral heating and cooling, run 1850 miles, benefits- All clusive gifts,
home decor,
assists in budget develop- the good stuff Exp
Christmas nems. Call for
ment, responsible for 800-441-4394 Grad stu- catalog
and information.
budget control, prepares dent 800-338-6428
800-488-4875
specifications as needed,
GROWING office products
follows proper accounting DAY shift help wanted
procedures, supervises Apply at Dutch Essenhaus company needs service
technician, Experience a
work control and schedul- Cafeteria 753-2334
plus Must have Mectronics
ing; directs maor and minor
renovation projects, deve- DRIVER, CDL- Class A and mechanical backlops methods for improving Capable of loading heavy ground, Send resume to
P.O Box 938, Benton, KY
trades operations; commu- construction equipment
nicates with and receives Apply at 1272 Old Fern 42025.
inquines from the campus Valley Road, Louisville, HAROLD
IVES
community regarding work Kentucky Equal Opportun- TRUCKING- Hinng drivers.
requests, delays, repair, ity Employer.
Free driver training if you
maintenance, preventive
qualify. Students weicome.
and general maintenance DRIVERS, EOE- GET Expenence pay up to 28c
Application Deadline Sep- HOME, GET MILES, GET per mile Excellent benefits
tember 30,1996 To Apply MONEY- Busy dispatch 800-842-0853.
Send letter of application, needs flatbed drivers. Must
current resume with salary have clean driving record. HOSTESS, waitress, cook,
history; and names, ad- Offers a good paycheck, prep-cook Apply in person,
dresses, and telephone benefits and late model 9am-11am or 2pm-4pm,
numbers of three profes- equipment Must be 24 Mon-Sat H R.H Dumplin's,
305 So. 121h St Murray,
sional references to
G Dewey Yeatts, Direc- years of age, 1 year OTR. KY
tor, Department for Facili- Maverick Transportation, WAITRESS wanted days
ties Management, Murray Inc 800-289-1100.
only. Apply in person beState University, PO Box 9, DRIVERS, IS YOUR PAY fore 3pm Hungry Bear
Murray, KY 42071-0009 PACKAGE IN THE TOP Restaurant
An EEO, M/F/D, AA 10?- The National Survey
employer.
of Driver Wages by SignImmediate Openings For
Mold Makers, litechlnIst,
ATLAS Transmission now Post, Inc. puts Roehl at the
CAD Operitors, CAM Ophiring experienced trans- top of the top 10 pay packentors.
mission builder Apply in ages in the nation. Great
Apply At Or
person, 400 N 4th St, Mur- home time. Oualcomm
Send Resume To.
ray, KY or call 759-5000 Drop & swap 48 and 53'
van or flatbed 95% no
ask for Paul
touch. Sign on bonus.
ATTN: EXPERIENCED Driver-trainers and learns
TRUCK DRIVERS DRIVE weloome. 800-467-6345.
123 goner ledustral Lea
TO OWN'- $0 down/784 all
P.O. Box 556
miles Ownership possible DRIVERS, J.B HUNT'S
Meyfleld, KY 42066
in 18 months Average WILLING TO PAY FOR
(Excellent wages and ben10,000. a month Com- THE BEST DRIVERS IN
elf package)
pany drivers newer equip- THE INDUSTRY, Beginment Competitive pay and ning early '97, drivers with 1
benefits. Call New Apple year experience will start MECHANIC- Experienced
Lines 800-843-8308 or earning .370 to .40t a mile on construction equipment
800.843- 3384 Madison, Call. 800-2J113-HUNT EOE and trucks Apply at 1272
Old Fern Calley Road,
SD Mon-Fri 8-5pm central. Subject to drug screen.
Louisville, Kentucky, Equal
Call'
Opportunity Employer
AVON ABC- 123 E-Z 53Part-Time & Full-Time
EXPERIENCED carpen
Need independent sales
DELI HELP
Ws needed 753-4444
representatives for holiNEEDED
babysitter in my
NEED
hours
days Choose
Apply in person at
home or yours, preferrably
choose income level Unyours At least 3 references
Owen's Food
limited income with MLM
a must Reasonable rates.
option (75% by telephone)
Market
Cal 753-0640. ask for Kelly
800 735 5286
or leave message. after
CARPET installers
OTR: 3Pnl.
needed Western Kentucky DRIVERS
location 2 or more years STRAIGHT TALK... That's NOW hiring Mature and
experience installing resi- what you'll hew from usl professional non-student to
dential carpet and vinyl Joh', Transportation has a work full Of part time front
Call us at desk Must be able to
Tools furnished Benefits lot to offer!!
1 800-873-5653 (Mon handle group reservations
and bonus program Apply
Sam Sat noon)
and banquet bookings
in person at Mid America
Limited computer skills
Homes or send resume to
people
Department E, P 0 Box DRIVERS, OTR- Teams & Must have good
490. Benton, KY 42025 singles Guaranteed home skills Experience preEqual Opportunity policy No Northeast Great Warred Apply in person at
health & dental No loading Best Western Racer Inn of
Employer
or unloading. Min 23, 1 year Murray
CDL w/HiuMet PasCHAUFFEUR Limousine OTR,
PART time manager
chall Truck Lines, Inc
Male/ Female trainees
needed for apt compeer in
800-848-0405. EEO
wages
Murray Resume to: 1315
Good
Sharon Grove Rd, Elkton,
502 329 0319
DRIVERS REGIONAL KY 42220 Equal EmployHome ment Opportunity
CHILD care workers FLATBEDneeded Full time infant/ weekends, family medical/
ROUTE delivery driver, full
toddler, part time pre- dental. SateIrM equipped
school and substitute posi- Paid vacations. 401K. time, no key off. Insurance
tions Must be over 18 and $32,000. annually One furnished on driver Paid
able to work full day sche- year OTR required Phone national holidays Send reduie Call PLAY Academy. applications accept. Wab- sume to P 0 Box 528. Murray, KY 42071
762 0090
ash Valley BOO- 248-8305

Pioneer Mold &
Engineering, Inc.

beeuedoe
PRODUCTION Personnel
Day shift Benefits after
probation period, production pay Apply in person,
Mid-America Homes, Inc.
Highway 641 by-pass. Benton, KY 502-527-5006
Mid-America Homes, Inc.
is an equal opportunity
employer
SIGN PRO- Opening soon
in Shelbyville, KY is accepting applications or a sales
manager Strong outside
sales experience, leadership skins, graphic design
and marketing knowledge
desired Submit salary history and references to
Gary Miller, Landmark
Community Newspapers,
P 0 Box 549, Shelbyville,
KY 40066
SUCCESSFUL PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY Seeking three key people in
heath care profession Part
time, lull time Call
800-696-6797
LAW ENFORCEMENT
JOBS NO EXP. NECESSARY Now hiring . U.S.
Customs, Officers, Etc. For
Info Call 219-794-0010 ext.
3007, 8am to 10 pm 7
days
TRAVEL Agent full or part
time for Murray location
Reservation experience
preferred Apply in person,
Destinations Unlimited,
105 W. 11th St, Benton.
5 2 7 - 2 7 78
or
800-231-6482.
WANTED: Bookkeeper,
secretary & computer operator. Must be willing to do
various iobs. Send resume
to P.O.Box K, Murray, KY
42071.
WILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS.
Now hiring, Game Wardens, Security, Maintenance, Park Rangers No
exp. necessary For appliinfo
cation
and
407-338-6100 ext KY
111C. 8arn9pm 7days.
070
Domestic
& Childcare
CAROL'S Custom Cleaning. Home and office services Reasonable rates
Bonded, reliable For more
information please call,
753-9351 ask for Carol.
CHILD care service offered. Call Nancy or Karin,
753-3193 References
available
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Unda 759-9553
HOME and office cleaning
New construction, daily,
weekly, speaal cleaning
References Ph Valerie
759-5021
I Will sit with the elderly
Call 753-4590 for
information
090
Position
Warded
CARPENTER seeks full
time employment in
Murray/ Western Ky area,
6yrs experience & ref Cad
after 430 753-2829
Inn
&Wow
OPPottunITY
BE YOUR OWN BOSSEarn $2500 part-time,
$8,000 full-time per month,
Processing insurance
claims for healthcare providers Software purchase
required plus computer Financing available.
800-722-SAMS
EXCELLENT PROFITS,
LOG
HOME
WHOLESALERS- Join
proven 18 year log manufacturer, 16 kiln-dried log
styles, starting 59800. Exclusive tawntrxy bk Buck
800-321-5647, Old- Timer
Log Fkmnes
5$$ REALIZE your potential Exciting opportunity in
Swiss Skin Care Products
615 242 5984

BECOME A MEDICAL
TRANSCRIPTIONIST- Opportunity to work at home or
in office typing for doctors
Home study. Free Mere
ture P C.D.I., Atlanta
Georgia 800-362 7070
Dept YYJ742,

USED computers, bough
and sold 767-0858
130

For Sale

POWER
12hp Bo
cut Go'
hours,
362-799
ask for

6x 10x6 high enclosed utility
trailer
$850 obo
759-9932
AIR Fresheners COMMer
cal quality now available
for homes starting at $6 50
per month Save on potpoun and candles Call
Shawnee Air Systems,
502 753 9094

SEE usli
metal
Cover's
colors E
Supply (

AMANA room air conditioner & heat pump,
220rvolt. 18 000BTU,
$325 Leaded glass hanging lamp, $100 759-1600
ask for Mike, 436-2983
Saturdays

STOVE,
dryer 4,

STRAW
bale Ph
answer

USED
pliances
ref rang
Wood ch
ers des
desk GE
Coidwati

Or Trade
COMMERCIAL type forklift
in good condition 31 FT
Airstream. Excella camper
trailer, 1 owner 1988
model Aspencade.
1500CC, loaded, nice, with
2 helmets Call after 5pm
753-3672.
140
Want

To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night
ANTIQUES: Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
492-8645 days, 753-1418
evenings.
CASH for GI JOE toys, old
or new 753-7185

COMIC book collection,
$1,000 value, sell for $400
obo After 5pm, 753-2501
DEER HUNTER'S SPECIAL Deer Chow, Deer
Blocks Deer Co Cain,
Stump Likker, automatic
feeders, etcll Come see full
line at Farmers Farmacy,
Dixieland Center
759-2248

FOR Sr
stove T\
chair, din
Many sr
microwa
Fri /30th
Main St

ELECTROLUX vacuum
cleaner, very good condition, $200 Washer & dryer,
good conditon, $100/pr
753-1188

A

FIBERGLASS panels,
$3/sheet & up Paschall
Salvage, 'A mile from
Hazel on 641 498-8964

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray.

FOR sale 2 lots in Murray
Memorial Gardens Owner
had to move out of state If
call
interested
206 566 0164 ask for
Mary

WE buy Army Surplus
759-4490

HOUSE trailer & 4x4 truck
for sale 753-6544

MUM=
POSITION AVAILABLE
Advertising Sales Representative
Full-time sales position available for a highly,
self-motivated individual. Must have a dependable means of transportation. Excellent
benefits include health and dental insurance,
paid holidays, paid vacation, sick days and
gas allowance.
Send or drop off resume to:
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whltnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071

0

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNMES
ENHANCED WAGE PROGRAM!!!
BENEFIT PACKAGE!!!
PROFIT SHARING!!
Jakel, Incorporated is rapidly expanding its work
force in Murray, KY. In conjunction with this effort
we have implemented a brand new wage program for production workers that rewards performance and service. If you are interested in
earning a competitive wage, working four days a
week (overtime possible) receiving paid vacations and holidays, participating in the cornpany's growth and profitability, and possessing
one of the finest health insurance plans wound,
then you owe it to yourself to check us out. You
can do so by applying in person at:
Jakel, Incorporated
700 N. 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071
EOE

ACCOUNT DRUM
Acordia of Louisville, a leading broker in the insurance industry, is seeking an Account Executive to
sell employee benefits and related products in the
Paducah area. Successful candidates will possess:
*Current Kentucky health and life license
*Minimum 5 years experience selling employee benefits or related products in an independent agency
system
-Working knowledge of personal computers
-Excellent communication, interpersonal and organization skills
*Strong self-motivational skills
*Must be team-oriented
.Current brokers with business will be
considered
We offer a very competitive compensation, bonus
and benefit package. For consideration, please send
resume to.

CS24ordia.

ofLouisville
1901 Campus Place
Louisville, KY 40299
Attn: Human Resources-AE
Eausi Opportuntly Employor

••••

leer.

411

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Atasiss
Per Sots
, Kt new commercial
pen stainless awl sink
drienboards & Sweets
$450 Call 4924111 tetween 1000-5.30
LOG HOMES Design Der•ices Free brochure Hon.vt Abe Log HOT'S, 3855
Jay County Highway
Dept CK. Moes, Tennessee 38575 030231-3605
MOTORCYCLE Manistee
work boots, camouflage
clothing for all ages Guns
8 Ammo Jerry's Sporeng
Goods Mayfield, KY
502 247 4704
MURRAY riding mower.
14 Shp 42" deck, hydrosta
tic trans Used 1 summer
$803 489 2973
NICE car dolly, $600 Call
753-2905 or 753-7536
NO Payment, No Interest
until Jan of 1997 Or low
interest rates on all Cub
Cadet lawn & garden tractors Lambs Small Engine,
industrial Rd 753-2925
POWERLINE lawn tractor,
12hp Briggs IC engine, 39
cut Good condition. low
hours, $600. Home
362-7992. work 395-7922
ask for Shane
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors Economy Metal 8
Supply Co 489-2722
STOVE, refrig, washer 8
dryer. 436-5576.
STRAW for sale $1 75 per
bale Ph 489 2436, if no
answer leave message
USED furniture & appliances Washer, dryers
ref ranges air cond TV's
Wood chairs chest, dress
ers desk lamps, student
desk George Hodge 806
Coldwater Rd

abbis
Mom Par bat

Illesellenswe

WOLFF TANNING BEDSTan at horns Buy direct
and save, Commercial or
home units from $19000
Low monthly payments
Free color catalog Call to
day 8008421306

BROYHIU- couch & chair
ten corduroy with wood
torn, $125/both 435-4413
KENMORE stackable
washer 8 dryer Dining
room table & 4 chairs iv/
country hutch Queensize
waterbed state 489-6133

A-FIREWOOD for safe
437-4667

BALDWIN Electronic
Grand Piano MIDI cap
We Full size keyboard
Never needs tuning excel
lent condition $1000
•
753-5778
240
alleeseensous

A
BEAUTIFUL
CANDLELIGHT- OldMaNceted wedding, Smoky
KING sized waterbed
Mountains near Gathnburg,
heated, soft sides, fully overlooking nye( horsebaffled, $125 753-6513
drawn carnage cabins ;a
LOVESEAT, toot stools, 2 cuzzi, ordained ministers
No lest or waiting HEARTchairs All matchng pieces
LAND 800 448 8697
759-9570
(VOWS)
OAK dining room suit,
pedestal table, seats 6 a-A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL
Matching china cabinet, WEDDING IN THE
3yre cad, $750 489-2973 SMOKY MOUNTAINSGatlinburg's Little Log
QUEEN size waterbed with Chapel Charming, romanSealy flotabon system with tic Borders nations/ park A
accessories 8 frame, $100 dream wedding to fit your
firm 901-642-1549
budget 800-554-1451
SCP
Ian
CULTURED marble sink
Fit.
tops, many sizes, priced to
EquiPoul
sale Paschall Salvage 7.
1976 CHEVY truck, 65 Se- mite from Hazel on 641
nes, 5spr2sp. 366 engine 498-8964
w/dump bed Wagons 8
EXPERIENCE THE
grain o-valor 437-4666
BEAUTY AND ROMANCE860 FORD, low hrs, live Of a mountain wedding in
PTO 52 Ford 8N 12 Gatlinburg, Tenn Simple to
speed 753-694.3
elegant, ordained minis
ters no blood test, no wait200
ing. honeymoon lodging
800-258-6797
&pods
Equipoise!
MARRY
ON
A
BHB Firearms has moved MOUNTAIN Be marned in
to town. 767-9744 Pistols, our magnindent mountainrifles, shotguns, hunting top chapel surrounded by
sup-s
trees & awesome views of
the Smokiesl Pigeon
GUNS, buy, sell, trade
Forge' For reservations
436-5650
800-729-4365
RAWLINS golf dubs, like MISC.
building materials
new, Titanium heads
Sorting it of& now! All new
$200 767-0482
Paschall Salvage, y• mile

PANAMA CITY BEACH
Sandpiper Beacon Beach
Resort $39 (1-4 person)
Restaurant 3 pools (1 indoor), hot tub, sums up to
10 people,

2 OR 38A, pas or stscsnc.
central Na Edge of city
limas 753-5209

JelereereiVee;

LUXURY apt tor rent Lame
21w. 2 bath on 14sey 66,
between Jonathan Creek
and Auroro Close to leka.
Call 474-2774 or 354-8824,
NEW in country. ttx elidisney.$270 -plus &Mut No pets Cornea/eat/
furnished 436 2722 8 6

skis, parasailing.
800 486-8828

2 LARGE sage buildings
for rent io town 492-6175

WEDDING BELLS IN THE
SMOKIES- A unique wedding chapel oftenng everytteng for less Spaced otter
ceremony. pictures, video,
nowers- $110. Give us a
call 800-922-2052

33a50 SHOP, 1211 over- ROOMMATE wanted
head door 8 rig door, gas $375/mo Cal for interview
heat Perfect of workshop, 767-0051
cm clew-up or storage,
$200/mo Located behind
330
Allison photography Cal
Rooms
753-8809
For NO
48FTx4011 Masi building PRIVATE rooms, share
Insulated, new pearl inside leSohen.
private entrance
8 out, gas heat Located Shown by appointment
406 Sunbury Circle See
only 759 9186 if no answer
Canoe Black at Blacks Deleave message
call
corating Center or
753-0839 or 436-2935
340
DOWNTOWN upstairs ofFor Real
fice space on Court
Square Rent $95 Includes
28R, 1 bath central Na
utilities 753-1266
appliances furnished Also
NORTHWOOD Storage 2-3br duplex Coleman RE
presently has units avail 753-9898
753-2905 or
able
IBR, 2 bath in town No
753-7536
pets 492 6175
OFFICE space for lease
Walnut Plaza 104 N 5111 St
360
753-8302 or 753-9621
Fix Reed
Or Lew

270
Mobilo
Nome Far $alo
1470 28R 2 bath fireplace central Mt Must be
moved, $6000 obo
345-2742
1980, 14x70 FAIRIAONT,
large kitchen 8 den, 2br, 1
bath 4 Mites south of Murray Possible land Masa
Great condition, 89600
Home 362-7992, work
396-7822 ask for Shane
1983 FLEETWOOD,
14x60, 2br, 1 bath on rental
lot, 5 miles north of Murray
All appliances. $9000 Call
753-8634
1985 LASER, 14470, 2br, 2
baths, central h/a, located
between Murray 8 Mayfield
on Calloway County line
road, east 26 miles Reduced from $12,000 to
$10,000 Must be moved
753-6C00

Available Now
Stella Storage
Mini Warehouses
3 sizes to choose
from. Located behind
Stella Grocery on
Hwy. 121 North.
753-7443

3BR 1.4 bath, mobile
home on good lot Wilson
Realty, 753-5086

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
365

fer Sae
Or Loses
TOBACCO barn, 32x52 a
Coldwater 502 489 2116
leave message

Livestock
& Supplies

Real Estate Auction

FINE ANTIQUE AUCTION
Saturday, Sept. 21, 1996 — 1000 AM
— Regardless of Weather —
208 N. 10th Street, Murray, Kentucky

Personal items from the home of the late Dr. Mildred Hatcher, retired English professor at Murray State
University.
Sale to be conducted at the corner of 10th and Sharpe Streets
- Look for the tent Farris Auction Company is pleased to offer this collection of quality antiques
with no minimums and no reserves.
Victorian medallion back sofa and parlor chair, beautiful walnut mirrored etagere, several victorian side
chairs,cut glass pitchers,several sets ofsterling flatware, Gone With the Wind style lamps, needlepoint seat
& cane back chair originally owned by Rainey T. Wells, several rare piano & organ lamps, milliflori vase,
Northwood carnival and others,cased glass, Moon & Star punch bowl w/cups, small walnut victorian desk,
large & small Limoge boxes, bookcase secretary, figurines, old original oil paintings in beautiful frames,
Nippon vases, marble top parlor tables, several porcelain hair receivers, marble top washstand with
candlestands, music cabinet, paperweights, Irish linens, several victorian brides baskets, art glass vases,
large set of Haviland "Orange Blossom.'china,needlepoint, Belleek china, barrister bookcase, several old oil
lamps, mahogany chest, oak mission style drop front desk, many fine floor lamps, pie safe, hundreds of old
hardback books(many first editions), set of Fostoria "Radiance" crystal, oak sewing rocker, Courier & Ives
print,large spinning wheel,G.Inness"Lone Herron"framed print,opalescent glass,several caned pressback
oak chairs, large oak chifferobe, ornate Rayo lamps,silverplated coffee set, mirrored bowfront oak dresser,
pattern glass preserve stands, beautiful rose decorated bowl & pitcher set, platform rocker, lots of quality
costume jewelry, walnut single drawer table,large collection of cookbooks, nice wool rugs, 1800's camelback
trunk, 1920's style dining room set.

3-Party
Carport Sale
1513 Johnson Blvd.
(between Meadow Lc
8 So 16th)
Thursday & Friday
7 a.m.-?
items galore, dishes, glasses, clothes (var sizes),
furniture, siwiSry, maybe
some antiques and lots of
'Whateverr

4-Party
Garage Sale
94 E to 280, pass Miller
Golf Course, 2nd Rd.
on right (Wright Rd.),
2nd house on left (1
mile)
Thurs., Fri. & Sat,
dishes pots & pans
washer, dryer, stove
bike, glassware lots of
everything baby clothes

1111111
Till
*
k
avg
arririe

Yard Sale
83 Nottingham Ln.,
turn off of Wiswell Rd.
at Gibb Store Rd and
follow signs

This auction will include many wonderful items too numerous to list.
There is a piece of history in most every item offered.
Come prepared to spend the day - Lunch will be available
..
Terms: Cash day of sale

FARRIS AUCTION
W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer

Richard

641

Pang.

Associate

TLN 2491, TYN 2121
'The Sound of Selling"
P.O. Box 149
Hazel, KY
(502)492-8796
Not responsible for accidents. Announcements day of sale take precedence over all printed material

Friday & Saturday
September 13 & 14
7:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
Moving Sale-all kinds of
items, furndure. clothes
books, kitchen items
tools, etc

just South of

Murray Wass from

400 S. 11th St
Fri., Sept 13
Sat., Sept. 14
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
Books, clothes. dolts
coltectbies
dishes
)eweiry, incline walker
NO Checks

RiverivOid

Subd

Watch for signs.
Fri. a Sat
9 a.m.-?
Lots

Of

household

items & misc

Huge Garage/
Yard Sale
3 MU'S out 94E,
right side of road
Fri 13 & Sat 14
6-4
chain saw small ap
pliances furniture, anti
oues 8 collectibles
h.:A.6010W IleMS & TOM

rain or shine

Garage Sale
Hwy. 121 N., third
house on right before
the Calloway-Graves
Co. line, 2 story brick.
502-489-2715

Thurs.,Fri. & Sat.

of Enix & Queenway Dr.
(just off Wiswell Rd.)

Corner

women 8 men's clothing,
tower arrangmena, pc
tures
rugs
furniture,
wicker, stair stepper dis
has, tools & much more

Saturday
7:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
YARD

SALE
1502 Paridane
Sat. 9-14-96 • 9 a.m. No Early Birds!
Children's clothing, adult clothing, dishes,
furniture, assorted items Cancel if rain

Garage
Sale
4717 Poor Farm Rd.
(west end of road)
Sept. 12 & 13
10 speed 20 inch bike,
exercise bench, clothes
new tee shirts. sweatshirts, new watches
mtsc
753-7785

•

* NOW OPEN *
AAA Mini
Storage

Classifieds
Office Open

'

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY

C

wor

Yard Sale

370
AcartnRIs
ear
n

0

A

Garage
Sale

320

3BR, 2 bath, cent h/a
treated wood deck 8 steps
16x80, Like new Fleetwood Could arrange financing to qualified buyer
Cat 759-4117

1,2,3BD apts Fumshed;
very nice near MSU. No AC/HA Palomino, 153
pets
7 5 3 - 1 2 5 2 hands 5yrs Gentle, broke
FOR sale Refrigerator,
days,753-0606 after 5pm
western pleasure, $2900
stove, TV, speaker, couch,
753-2493
1BR furnished, all utilities
chair, dining table 8 chairs
'96 ATLANTIC mobile
included Pasture 8 barn FOR sale, 3yr old Arab
Many small items, beds,
home Loaded, 3 bedroom,
space available No pets stud 753-5883
microwave 8 weights
2 bath, am/lm cass radio
Fri /30th til Sept. 15. 1210 SKI MACHINE Call after 6 from Hazel on 641. built-in, all wood cabinets 435-4236
Main St.
496-8964
759-9839
and tiled trim Real nice 1BA, low utilities, reference
8 deposit required. No
753-1186
pets, $225/mo 753-3949
CLOSE-OUT SALE 'N' 1 OR 2br apts new downBLUE Healer/ Australian
SAVE THOUSANDS! town Murray 753-4109
Shepherd puppies, 6wks
Huge
discounts
on
all
1996
Saturday, Sept. 21, 1996 - 10:00 a.m.
models New 1997s arnv- 2BR duplex in Westwood, old, $35/ea 753-4545
Real Estate will be offered at 12:00 noon
ing! If you're Tired of renting $350/mo 759-4406
DOG obedience classes or
or pushy salespeople Ex-Regardless of Weatherprivate Serving Murray 14
Puryear
duplex
in
213R
periencing some Credit
years 436-2858
At the corner of 10th and Sharpe Streets
storage
refrig,
Stove,
problems. Wanting that
lit
or
before
Available
Oct
special home with afford208 N. 10th Street - Murray, Kentucky
able monthly payments. $350/mo, deposit required IGUANA FOR SALE
This beautiful brick home is in an established neighborhood. From
Cage and accessones in
Needing a low down pay- No pets_ 901-782-3495
from
moments
Just
it
all.
center
of
at
the
you
are
Street
N.
10th
208
duded Must sell Phone
3I3R
duplex
ment,
central
c/h8a,
gas
appliances,
Murray State University, shopping, the hospital, Post Office, and a
delivered & set up. Call or heat 1808 Monroe, Frankton 502 227-4963
short walk to the City Park.
come
by- Best Home Cen- $400/mo Deposit 8 lease
11.. • gr.
SIBERIAN Husky, AKC re
ter, 211 W. Main St, Cam- Cal 753-9621
gistered male, 1yr old
den,
TN
38320
Open House
EXTRA nice duplex, 2br, 1 $100 489-2973
901-584-2009 Mention
bath, washer, dryer, disSunday, Sept. 15
thls ad 8 Well make your hwasher Central h/a, deck,
390
2-4 p.m.
1st house payment for you!! garage No pets Lease &
Poultry
deposit required.
Staaplies
COMPLETELY remodeled 753-5719.
14x65, 2br, 2 full baths, set
up on rented lot, $8750 HILLDALE Apts now taking BUNNY, chickens $3/ea.
This home features 1.920 sq. feet of living space on one comfortable
applications for 1,2, & 3br SS/Pr, also brown eggs.
753-6012
level -- living & dining room, large den, 3 spacious bedrooms, 2'/:
apts. Handicap accessible $1/clz Call 436-5974
baths, eat in kitchen, double fireplace, patio, hardwood floors, plenty
MOBILE HOME LOANS- Apply at tilidale Apts office
of storage, 2 car garage and a first class security system.
5% down, refinancing. Monday- Fnday, 7 30-3 30
equity loan Free sellers Equal Housing Opportun410
Also offered will be the appliances a GE side by side refrtgeratorfreezer
package, land or home ity 437-4113 TOD
like new GE stacked washer Jr dryer
loans. Green Tree Finan- 1-800-545-1633 X287
Selling before and after the real estate will be hundreds of fine antiques.
cial, 80G-895-1900 NaWatch for ads or call for separate flyer on personal property
bon's leading mobile home KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- ABSOLUTE AUCTION
iko.i. Any.
dopey
ode • leellooso
Terme em nal resser. IS% a.. day
land Weedy Village, lbr September 17, 10arn Modlender.
110=8 00 pors000f property. erowpdoer Joy 4 sae.
apartment, utilities inNEW double wides. owner cluded, rent based on in- ern Apparel Manufacturing
financing Bankruptcy OK come 62 8 °Irks., of handi- equipment. Complete liqui
Land or home packages cap 8 disabled_ Equal dation, diversified apparel.
Max R. Dodd - Broker
W. Dan Farris & Richard Farris - Auctioneers
Pulaski, VA. 175 sewing
available statewide Husky Housing Opportunity
machines full line of finish
(502) 442-87%
P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY
Homes 606-548-2455
502-354-8888.
ing, spreading 8 cutting
Not erspooelble for orcidenee Artoroacemenie day of sole toee poredexce over ell proud moiertol
bias 8 packaging eqiup
ment, plant air compressor
and more Woltz 8 Assoc .
Inc. Brokers & Auctioneers
(VA/321) 800-551-3588

A
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THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 12, 1996

Located Behind Shoney's
On Duiguid Drive

7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Monday-Friday

Clow) Saturday

753-8359 or 759-9854

/Now OPEN!!!

Farmington Mini-Storage
Just South off Hwy. 121 In Farmington
Behind Farmington Square Apts.
5' x 8'
10' x 10'
10' x 20' (accommodates cars and boats)

$25 mo
$39 mo
$49 mo

Insulated ceiling - 24 hour access
Call

762-4483 between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.
345-2748 after 5 p.m.
Free Prizes For First 20 Renters!!

ESTATE AUCTION
Sat., Sept. 14th, 1996 at 10 a.m. at the home of the hate Mrs.
Katherin Brandon Deaton,809 Sunny Lane just off Johnson
Street in Murray, Ky.
— Regardless of Weather -Walnut table & chairs,2 leaves w/matching china cabinet - set of walnut coffee
& 3 lamp tables - nice walnut bedroom suite, double chest, vanity and 2 night
stands- nice odd bed,chest & vanity - nice small oak secretary - straight chairs
- like new vacuum cleaner - old pictures & frames - nice clean sofa and 2 odd
chairs - nice clean recliner - portable color t.v. - nice set of table lamps unusual coin clock - fancy old portable Singer sewing machine with sewing
table -old wood arm chair -old quilts - large pictures - electric fan - large flat
top trunk old lamp table - like new wing back chair - old wood coat rack dough board & dough roller - 14 Zane Gray books - costume jewelry - Ivory 36
piece pattern Francisca china - turkey platter • hand painted tea pitcher large fine celery dish .juice glasses - stem goblets -large glass center piece on
stem - fancy cut glass butter dish on stem • stem fruiters - small green pitcher very old butter mold- flatware - cast iron pieces - pots & pans - small kitchen
appliances - dinner plates - water bath canner -.30" Tappan range - frost free
ref. - small color t.v. ereCtric blankets - large lot of linens - nice clean
bedspreads - picnic table - and much more. Not responsible for accidents.
Lunch available. For more information and your auction needs phone
435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded In Ky. & Tenn. 41281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

ESTATE AUCTION
Real Estate & Personal Property
Nice Mini Farm
Fri.,Sept.20th, 1096 at I p.m.at the home of the late Mrs.Jewell"Ethel"
Sheridan in Coldwater, Ky. on Hwy. 121, across from the Coldwater
Food Mart.

•
•"I

This nice 2 bedroom brick house. 1 bath • large living room - large eat in
kitchen - large utility room - carport - storm doors& windows - mature shade paved drive - unattached 2 car garage • private well - central gas heat - solid
clean house with 7 acres or more. Good location. If you are looking for a mini
farm this may be what you're looking for.
Personal Property: Nice sofa & chair - recliner- electric lift chair - 2 nice
bedroom suites- nice dining table & chairs- maple china cabinet - frost free
ref. - auto. washer &'dryer. small chest freezer - small upright freezer • old
small trunk - table lamps - tables - pictu reit & frame.- some old glass & china pots & pans - small kitchen appliances - lawn mower • garden tiller- wheel
barrow • chain saw - cross cut saw -hand & yard tool.- and much more. Not
responsible for accidents. Lunch available. Regardless of weather.
Terms on real estate: lb% down day of isle, balance in 14 days with passing of
deed.
Terms on personal property: Cash day of sale or good check.
'this auction held jointly with

Paschall Real Estate
Terry Paschall - Broker 435-4011
Dan Miller - Associate & Auctioneer 435-4144
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 112141 Firm /2333
"Nly Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"
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Howse
For Selo

FOR Saki 6. Acres of

Yard
Sale
910 Sycamore St.
Fri. & Sat.
7:00-until
lots of stuff
Garage Sale
Rain or Shine
Fri., Sept. 13
7:30 tfl 12 Noon
1550 Oxford Dr.
Canterbury Subd.
remodeling
Huge
sale Furniture, accessories, electronics
& clothes

Yard Sale
121 North to Coldwater, turn north at Baptist Church on Hammono Rd. - 1 mile
Fri. & Sat.
7
Dishes, lamps, decor
ating items, small ap
phances, Ken Holland
prints. bird boxes, fish
ng gear, lots more

3-Family
Yard Sale
3 miles north on Airport Rd. otf 121

Friday . 7 taL4 pin.
Sa1Aay. . 7 m1 p.m.

prime taiecling land Some
woods corner lot, road
trontage from two sides
North of Murray on Wraiths(

Road, $25,500

Call

901-644 7587
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759 4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homesall pnoe ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courts
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
b office at 711 Main St

I Have a lake lot, will trade
for a pontoon boat 25 or
longer $6000 $6500
range 753 5690
440

Lots
For Sale
3 1 ACRE wooded lots, 3
miles north of Murray We
ter & gas 753-1481
3 HUGE corner lots in Pre
ston Heights, 500 feet from
city limits All underground
city utilities 753 2339
MURRAY Estates Starting
at $18,000 Great location
for now & the future
502 4 35 4 48 7 ,
904 673 0040
SOUTH of Murray in Green
Plains Subdivision. Nice '4
acre building lots with
prices beginning at $7,000/
single or $12,500 for 2 lots
Municipal water, subdrvi
soon restrictions Contact
Kopperud 753-1222
450

Farms
For Sale
ACREAGE for sale 1 A to
275 A Owner financing
502 759 4713, 9am 5pm

fur iength Nadi Waiher coai
nice girls
vaCuUrn cleaner
butes infant 31 imam boding
toys men's & womerfs cbthes
lamps hotiselvd gems, &
much more

HORSE lovers dream!
Shade, pond, stables &
open fields 26 Acres (+),
$40,000 435-4537

Yard Sale

121 NORTH- Butterworth
Rd, 3br, 2 bath bock, central a/c. natural gas heat,
cable, 2 car garage, paved
drive 489-2408

Frl. & Sat.
730 am.-Noon
500 Lee Street
Woodgate Subd.
Ott Johnny Robertson
South
Home decor, area rug,
-vacuum, kids clothing,
misc Something for
everyone
No early sales - kids to
get to school

4-Party
Yard Sale
Thurs. thru Sat
8 am.-?
" Clayton Drive
(A B. Lassiter Rd.)
Ott 94 East
Camper top, gas
stove, tools. new &
used furniture, house
nold, misc., clothes

1300SO ft house, 24x30
shop on 2 7 acres. adioin
ing 4 lane on Van Cleave
Rd, $45,000 753 4525
2YR old home,4 miles from
town, 3br, 2 full baths, 2 car
garage Large lot and lots of
extras 753 4761
3BR, 2 bath, double gar
age With good credit, little
or no down payment Will
also trade 489-2161
3BR, 3 bath brick 16x16
deck, 16x20 block building
Fenced backyard College
Farm Rd 753 8723 Price
reduced
4BR, 1 bath near MSU on
large lot Hardwood floors
garage
$65,000
753 9369
4BR, 2 bath beautiful older
brick home with garage &
fireplace. $90's Coleman
RE, 7539898

Yard Sale

4BR. 2 bath, large lot in
town 492 6175

109 N. 10th
Fri., Sept. 13
8-2

4BR, 2 bath brick, utility
room central ha, with appliances 1850sq ft living
space 2 car garage with
paved drNeway Bedrooms
large with walk in closets &
Large Irving room Fenced
patio nicely landscaped
large lot Kept very nice
753 0509 after 530

Southern Living &
Country Living mag .
telephone, odd dishes, Elgin clock,
wood bowls, primitive
mirror, misc.

Yard Sale

BEAUTIFUL 5br. 3 bath,
formal DR. large great
room with fireplace in SW
Villa Subdivision Appt
only No Realtors please'
753 6771

•

•I

•

,•

Business On A Budget?

Ous

SAVE $173 with

1991 TOYOTA Ceps ST
auto, air, garage kept
61xxx, black 88000
502-527-6483

FIRST erne on the market
38R 2 bath kitchen with
Iota of catanets & bum en
desk & dining area Extra
Large family room with fire
place &gtogs Sunroom
opening to decit, coding
tare landscaped & extra
lot New natural gas heat 8
at Call 753-5121

this 2x2
consistency ad In classifieds
every day for a month - Including
Shopper for only $195.

1994 DODGE Intrepid
$10,500 obo 437-4206
1904 FORD Taurus DL
$10,500 obo 437-4206

FRESH on the market This
well built 31x, 2 bath home,
conveniently located near
major shopping area,
tucked away just off So
12th St in very private setting The listing Wares,
28x28 detached garage/
workshop, 18)(28 covered
storage. patio, fireplace
and over 2,000aq ft of living
area Immediate possession possible Contact Rich
at Kopperud Realty.
753-1222. for your showing
of MLSO 3000738

Call 753-1916 For

1995 DODGE Intrepid,
3 5L, loaded sharp! Must
see Asiung $14600 obo.
Wort 762 3225 ul 4 30

Details

- 27 Years of Quality Service -

Horns 489 2882 after 5 30

Custom Wood
Floors

'85 BUICK Century V6
$40000 Down $16300
ner rtio, taxes included
.ankruptcy, Bad Credit or
No Credit, Most Quality
Williams Used Cars Hazel,
KY 492 8898

Floor Sanding & Refinishing
Installation • Repair • Restoration
1103 West 6th Street
Fulton, KY 42042
Dan Grissom
(502) 472-2300

-85 PONTIAC Trans Am,
tape, power
dows. 305 V8, 90xxx,
$2.000 obo 753-6465 or

leave message

JUST completed 3br, 2
bath home 6 miles north of '86 PLYMOUTH Caravell
like new, all power, new
Murray Master bedroom
Imes $460 Down. $209 per
has double French doors
rno, taxes included Bank
Master bath has tiled whirl
ruptcy, Bad Credit or No
pool tub Living room has
Credit, Most Qualify Wil
French door plus gas log
hams Used CafS, Hazel. KY
fireplace Dining room has
bay windows also separate 492-8898
breakfast nook 36f1 front '87 NISSAN Stanza dark
porch & double garage
blue, air, 4dr, cruise
Many more extras you'll
120xxx, $2100 753-1693
rarely find in a home in this
price range Low 90 s Call '87 PONTIAC 1000 64xxx
MI,, air, auto, extra nice
753-2592
$434 00 Down, $20900
LOCATED approximately 5 Mo taxes included Bank
miles from beautiful Ky
uptcy, Bad Credit or No
Lake, tucked away just off Credit, Most Qualify Wil
Hwy 94 in private setting
karma Used Cars Hazel, KY
This 4br, 24 bath home 492-8898
built in '94 features over
2800sq hot area 2 5 Acres '88 FORD Taurus, $1700
with additional acreage 492-8707
available Home features
large custom kitchen, sepa- '88 HONDA Civic, blue, air,
rate Irving room/ den, fire- sunroof, 4dr, automatic.
140xxx, $2100 753-1693
place. large master area
Contact Rich at Kopperud
Realty. 753-1222 for addi '92 BUICK Special, V6, p/b,
tional information concern- p/s, tilt, cruise, am/fm Casing MLS*3000582
sell, 64xxx miles Well
maintained, $7500
NEAR completion, 1600sq 759-4900
after 5pm
ft home in Preston Heights.
3BR, 2 bath, 2 car garage, 95 CAMARO, black, 32xxx
nice kitchen with oak ca- miles, well maintained
binets. breakfast area, oak Must sell. $12,750 Call
liocx in dining room Great 492-8533 after 5
room w/fireplace, master
bedroom has whirlpool tub. SHARP '89 Olds Cutlass
Calais, white with gold &
Brick front, 1416 deck Priced to sell Call for appoint- black trim, sunroof Runs
great, $4500 435-4136
ment 489-2054
NEW. 2 story, 4br, 2%4
baths Open foyer, columns, tile floors, etc. etc
City subdivision Ready to
sell 759 2571 4354013,
435 4040

1987 HONDA Rebel. 450
$1250 489 2477
1989 YZ 125, $850 1988
Yamaha wave runner,
$1350 435 4565 after
5pm 742-9282 pager

1993 DODGE Caravan SE,
loaded, exceptionally
clean
After 5pm,
436-2669

lletorsysies

Central Heating & Cookng Service & Installabon
Quality Contractor Network Heat Pump Installer

A
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Murray, Ky.

(502) 435-4699

mb Brothers

Tree Service

502-4al&-5744
1-800-548-5.216.2

Free Estimates
LICENSED 4 INSURED
Tree Trimming
24 Hr Service
(Nat
.
(' s, Operated
Tree Removal
Gutter Cleaning &
Stump Remcnal
Mulch Hauling
Cleanup Service
-rim limB
Lanchcap.ng
Light Hauling. Err.
Hedge Trimming
Full Line of
"Qualny Scrvicc"
Tree Spraying
Equipment

Ol

\MI11111111111111 III
ATTENTION
Contractor or Nome Builders

ooksey's Plumbing
Licensed Master Plumber
Free Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

Vats
1989 ASTRO Van, bur
gundy w/gray & silver
stripes, 91xxx miles V6,
factory custom Trans-Air
package Loaded w14 captains chairs gray & burgundy interior with oak trim
753-6702

470

RON HALL HEATING & COOLING

itns

Phone 436-2667
NEI

Custom
CABINETS
WOODWORKING
Will Build To

Your Specifications!
• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
•-Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

DEER hunters special '88 DODGE Caravan,
Honda 185S. 3
-wheeler, 7
1
x
x
x
new fires, large rack Just miles. excellent condition,
serviced, great shape
$5,500 753-9384 after
753-7237
500 753-8055 day

502-759-9672
630 N 4th Si.(Neat to Lassucr Plaster) • Murray
A DIVISION OF 5OU-MI.14N WALL SYS[1'MS, INC

—AUTO LOANS—
Auto dealer will arrange
financing even if you
have boon turned down
before Loans available
for no credit, bad credit
and bankruptcy buyers.

Call Ron (502) 753-4961.
1983 MERCEDES diesel,
135xxx miles 1985 Audi,
76xxx miles Owner financing 759-4118
1984 GRAND Marquis,
72xxx miles, all power, excellent condition. $3500
753 5463
1985 Z-28 Camaro, $2500
753-6396.8am 4 30pm
ask for Sandy
1987 DODGE Omni with
new tires Runs but nees
work $400 Call 436-2387

1968 CHEVROLET Iwb,
good looking truck Very
dependable $1800 obo
492-8475

COMMONWEALTH
CARPET CLEANING

1985 JEEP Cherokee,
good condition, $3500
1973 Wagoneer, good condition, $1500 492-8325
ask for Brian

Commercial &
Residential Cleaning
& Repairs

759-5251

1988 CHEVY truck,
4-wheel drive, full size
753-2212 after 5 pm

517 South 6th Street

1990 CHEVY Silvered°,
ext cab, 350 eng, 55xxx,
heavy duty rear bumper
w/hatch. 1 owner, $11,000
753-1319

1990 FORD F250 EXTENDED CAB XLT LARIAT PACKAGE- Loaded,
every option. V-8, cold air,
excellent tires. 2 tone paint
Heavy duty $6,950 00
502-8754050 Dealer

K.T. Paving
3554 Roosevelt Road
Dexter, KY 42036
Kcnney Travis, Owner
Bill Travis
Phone (502) 759-1039
Phone (502) 474-2779
Cellular 559-8434

SID

Campos
LAMB Broths, Home Improvements remodeling,
additions. roofing lading,
tree esamarie 436-2269
LAMB'S Painting end Contaciors No job too harp or

1995 30 AIRSTREAM 8ACKHOE SERVICE
Cutter motor home Base- BRENT ALLEN septic Oink
ment model with incredible insadelion repair. replacestorage capeoty 460 Ford ment 759-1515
class 'A chassis, 20xxx
miles Every available op- BOB'S Plumbing Service
tion Showroom condition All wort guaranteed Free
esernares 753-1134
and sal

under warranty
Must s•II, $55 000
502-436-2163
520
Ikea
& Mown
1987 28FT Rivera Cruiser

1-800636-5262
lawns rolelilled New 60
inch rolo-diar does a terrific LAMBS Painting and Conlob Cal Jonesy 437-4030 tractors No job too large or
Resid•ntialCARPET CLEANING small
Sandblasting- Spray Part
removal
Emergency
water
pontoon 115hp Mercury
IN 436-5950
motor, 1995 tandem trailer Expert lurralure cleaning
LAWNS mowed, shrubs
Loaded with extras. full fur- Pet odor removal Free Es
trimmed, landscape
niture,
$ 7 500 aflame LEES 763-6627
502-782-2700 days or CARPET CLEANING mulched All your yard
needs in one call
502-842-9211 nights
SPECIAL $2500 A stan- 759-4671
1995. 19 6FT Baylinor, dard size room FREE
Mercruiser 135hp, plea- Scolchguard & deodoriz- LEES CARPET CLEANING has served Murray for
sure 8 ski boat Birwni lop, ing 436-2664
25 years Al new equip
cover & galvanized trailer, CARPET REPAIR
Does
low hours $7900 your carpet have ivnnkles? merit deans deep, dries
last Free Estimates
753-6733
Give me a cell! Stockwell
753-51127
16FT Alumnacraft boat, installation & repair
LEWIS EXTERIOR
9hp Johnson motor and 437-4272
CLEANING. House. motrailer Runs great, $850 CARPORTS
for cars and
cash 759 1600 ask for trucks Special sizes for bile homes, brick & vinyl
tAke, 436 2983 Saturdays
53n

Sonless
Offered

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

PS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORIOSIO

Al Al A TREE SERVICE, CLEANING- yards, barns. MARK'S Lawn & Landstump removal, tee spray- sheds, attics, garages scaping. Processed
ing, hedge trimming, land- Hauling. Free estimates
mulch tor sale. 753-6226,
scapng. mulch hauling & Luke Lamb, 436-5950
753-4166.
mulch spreading, gutter
COUNTERTOPS, custom
MORRIS Mobile Home
cleaning Licensed & inHomes, trailers, offices
Movers Licensed & Insured. Full line of equipWultts Recovery, Murray
sured Phone 753-6.384,
ment, Free estimates Tlm
436-5560
767-9630
Lamb
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
CUSTOM BUILT wooden NEED a carpenter" Call
A-1 Tree professionals decks & fencing Excellent 753-2627 We do all types
Stump removal, tree spray- workmanship Affordable of construction Specialize
in houses, remodeling,
ing, serving Murray, Callo- 'rites 753-7860
decks, porches, garages
way County since 1980,
Free estimates 437-3044 CUSTOM bulldozing and concrete, trim and other
backhoe work, septic sys- odd jobs.
or 492-8737
tems. 354-8161 after 4pm,
PAINTING, interior, exter
A & A Lawn Care, mowing, Horace Shots,.
tor, winter rates, home re
hauling, tree trimming.
Free Estimates Mark CUSTOM tilling, grader pairs Free estimates
blade work, bushhogging
436-5032 anytime
Lamb 436-5791
Gerald Carroll- owner
PLUMBING
repairs, fast
AFFORDABLE quality 502-492-8159.
service
436-5255
building you'll be proud of. DAVID'S
Cleaning SerAdditions, remodeling, cus- vices
'Cleaning* vinyl sid- PLUMBING Repair All
tom woodwork, roofing,
types plumbing repair
vinyl siding, decks, por- ing, homes, mobile homes, Reasonable rates,
boats,
brick
driveways,
ches, fences and home re502-437-4545
pair. Free Estimates parking lots, all exterior
cleaning,
acid
cleaning
R & R ELECTRIC Mobile
767-9268
available David Borders, home hookup, new con
ALL around hauling, funk Insured, Completely Mo- strucbon, rewiring trouble
clean up, cleaning out bile Phone 502-759-4734
shooting & repairs Free
sheds, gutters, tree work
Free estimates Joe Lamb
436-2867

Cellular 502-853-1108

D.COLSON ROOFING. Al
work guaranteed.

We are
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.
licensed, better check With
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings, us before you decide
remodeling, repairs. AGC Phone calls are free
559-3694.
certified 489-2214.
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- FOUR Star Mobile Home,
niture repair & custom parts & service Everlock
vinyl underpining, lifetime
woodworking 753-8056.
warranty, tan, beige, while,
APPLIANCE REPAIRS: grey. 492-8488_
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. All work G & E Plumbing repairs
and parts warranted Ask Free estimates 492-8680
for Andy at The Appliance or 759-5613
Works, 753-2455
GUTTERS cleaned & repaired. No job loo small
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Kenmore, Westinghouse, 527-7380.
Whirlpool 30+ years ex- HANDYWORK/od
d jobs
perience
BOBBY wanted. No job too small
HOPPER, 436-5848
Just give us a call
ASPHALT DRIVEWAY 759-1184
SEAUNG Free estimates
HOMETOWN Building and
753-2279
Remodeling. We do it all.
BACKHOE Service - ROY Licensed. Insured to
HILL Septic system, drive- $300,000. Fred Osborne,
ways, hauling, foundations, 474-8621.
etc 759-4664
KITCHEN CABINET REWOOD VCR repairing FACING Make your old
VCR's, camcorders, micro- new again with Formica All
waves, Mon- Fri,9-12, 1-5. colors, free estimates
Free estimates_ Visa/MC Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
KY 436-5560
accepted 753-0530

CAT
NI...UM
NAME
NATHAN,
I WAS

SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753-5484

,

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed in
sured Estimate available
759-4690
WALLPAPER Hanging
Quality workmanship, 25
years experience FREE
Estimates James McFarlane 759-9750

ri=

FOR

WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience, free estimates, 753-2592
WEST Ky Electrical Maintenance and Construction!
Residential, agricultural,
commercial and industrial
wiring. No lob too small. Ph
753-3422

Don't put it
in the attic,
garage or
basement

Apply at business office
between 8 a.m.-12 noon
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.

put it in the
Classifieds

C

ARE
ELI
yOUR

TY•41.••

GAR

753-1916

A ttention
Class, tett Advertisers!

MALI
5t1
Citi
RAVE

A Week!

(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
New rate effective April 1, 1995

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

• Drop by and ace our showroom
4oia SUNRUPIY a4I14H4. (13.Nnti Bunny Bread)
7!"I

1 CAL
YOU
FINAN
SPEA

SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Servall Gutter Co
753-6433

Part-time help needed in
circulation dept.
Approximately 25-30
hours per week.

$6

BL()

estimates, fast service Call
anytime
Murray,
762-0001

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•

As
progra
Area,
have c
curbs
Roust
for th
through
ram an
free by
throug
Judge
Call
held o
United
are 23
city a
Joanne

LICENSED for electric and
gas 435-4358

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

•

beat S
Indians
ball g
Bin
Kim ber
Sept. 7;
ham Bi
and Bil
to Car
Sept. 9

Buildings, RV's, sidewalks
Free estimates 753-6490

motor home, boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

Only

MRental and Sales

V
ly High
and
Maddo
son of
Maddo
semi-fi
Scholar
John
tan C
govern
Civitan
conven

small
R•sid•ntialSandblasting Spray Paintng
4 36 5 9 50 ,

BUSHHOGGING, drive
ways graded, gardens and

Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section run131 ning each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $12.00, for

*HALEY'S
Illgl9Puck

\-"
01‘
1111111
1.. 1.11

CLASSIFIED

Murray, KY 42071

• Driveways • Parking Lots
• Subdivisions

1990 CHEVY full size twb.
60xxx act miles, bedfiner,
great condition. $9100
753-7320

BRICK/ ranch style approx 1987 DODGE Daytona.
3,000sq ft, 2 car garage, 5sp moonroof. red, 78xxx
3a, 2 full baths Ig den with act miles, extra nice,
$3,000 492 6152 Home,
fireplace. w adjoining sun
Lg living/ dining 753-4582 Work
rOOT
room, patio & professionaly 1988 NISSAN Sentra,
landscaped 3 Miles from 93xxx miles good condi
1991 BLACK Nissan 4x4
Court Square on 121 So, !ion 5sp, $2300 Call truck New Ores, $7000
1 6 acre lot fenced back
436 5646
759 5783
yard, $142,500 Appt only
1992 F150 XLT. 4x4, red,
1988 WHITE Toyota Cor
753 0261, 753 8272
loaded, $11,500
cala SRS, good condition
BRICK Southwest Mar
753 8045
753 5774 call after 5pm
shall Co 4BR 2 bath
2400sq ft large deck and 1989 TRANS Am GTA
1992 MAZDA 8-2600 cab
carport. $85.000
bright red fully loaded 350 plus Emerald green. excel502 527 9566
TPI Very good condition. lent condition, 1 owner,
ladies prescription
18000 Home 362 7992 $9500 753-9572 after
can
almost
home
NEW
glasses have been
work 395 7922 ask for 5pm
pirate 3 bedroom 2 bath
kit at/the Murrav
Shane
1403 tiq ft with carport.
1994 CHEVROLET exlocated in East NI subdivi
Ledger office.
1990 TOYOTA CAMRY tended cab. 4 wheel drive,
anon 753-7091
DX Auto, P/S, P/B. A/C, red, tan interior, loaded
P/W. PDL, tinted windows, Excellent cond. 47xxx
dark blue. 135,000 melte. miles 753-2125
Good dependable car!
Need to sal $5.000 080 '85 S-10, V6 auto tinted
windows chrome bumber,
Phone 502 535 4521
grill wheels Runs and
looks good Must see,
1991 CHEVROLET Lu
$2500 753 8453 or
mina 1995 Timberwolf 759 1170
4 wheeler 1985 Chevrolet
'91 JEEP Cherokee Sport,
Blazer 489 2794
4dr, 54xxx moles new wide
FOR SALE
1991 NISSAN Stanza, tires, black w/gray interior
Three years old, 3 bedroom, 2 bath
GXE 4 door, 70xxx miles, Cal 753-0380 after 3prn
colonial, on 1 acre, Kirivsey community,
power sunroof. p/s, p/b. p/
red with gray interior
many extras 1600 sq. ft plus garage
Retails for $8950. sacrafice
489-2973
$7803 Call 492 8488
312 South 9th St.
Thurs., Fri. & Sal
Sept. 12, 13, 14
7 a.m. • 2 p.m.
Children's
dresses,
dress shoes, sweaters,
shoes. children's jogging outfits, women s &
men's clothing and toys
Excellent quality'

411!..

Call Us Today!

753-1916

I'EAr
L,01-0(
START
LAST

Tea years ago
Vena Crum of Calloway County High School, daughter of Gary
and Darlene Crum, and William
Maddox of Murray High School,
son of Dr. Gene and Brenda
Maddox, have been named as
semi-finalists in National Merit
Scholarship competition.
John Emerson of Murray Civitan Club has been elected
governor-elect for 1986-87 of
Civitan International at its recent
convention.
Murray State University Racers
beat Southeast Missiouri State
Indians 42 to 17 in opening football game of MSU season,
Births reported include a girl to
Kimberly and Randall Ramsey,
Sept. 7; a boy to Millie and William Birdsong and a girl to Terri
and Billy Herbison, Sept. 8; a girl
to Carol and Jimmy Musser,
Sept. 9.
Twenty years ago
As a part of modernization
program of downtown Murray
Area, the County CTA workers
have completed new sidewalks,
curbs and gutters adjacent ot
Houston-McDevitt Clinic. Funds
for the project were provided
through the Municipal Aid Program and the labor was provided
free by CETA crew administered
through the office of County
Judge Robert 0. Miller.
Calloway County Homemakers
held officer training at First
United Methodist Church. There
are 23 homemaker clubs in the
city and county. Officers are
Joanne Cavil', Marilyn Bazzell

I CAL.L.ED YOU IN HERE TO GIVE
YOu SOME GOOD NEWS,
FINANCIALLY
SPEAKING
A

and Greta Gargus
By The Associated Press
Thirty years ago
Today
is
Thursday,
Sept. 12th, the 256th day of 19%. There are
George Elmore Jr., employee
110 days left in the year.
of George A. Hannan Company
Today's Highlight in History:
of Paducah, fell off a ladder
On September 12th, 1609, English explorer Henry Hudson sailed
while working on the roof of
Health Building at Murray State into the river that now bears his name.
On this date:
University this morning. He died
In 1814, the Battle of North Point was fought DM Baltimore durtng
at 8:55 a.m. today at MurrayCalloway County Hospital, the War of 1812.
In 1938, in a speech in Nuremberg, Adolf Hitler demanded selfaccording James Mason Churchill, deputy coroner for Callo- determination for the Sudeten Germans in Czechoslovakia.
In 1943, German paratroopers took Benito Mussolini from the hotel
way County.
where
he was being held by the Italian government.
Births reported include a girl to
In 1944, during World War 11, U.S. Army troops entered Germany
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Ray Overbey,
for the first time, near Trier.
Aug. 27; a girl to Charles and
In 1953, Massachusetts Sen. John F. Kennedy married Jacqueline
Nancy Byers, Sept. 6; a boy to
Lee
Bouvier in Newport, R.I.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Nix, Sept. 9.
In
1960, Democratic presidential candidate John F. Kennedy
The Rev. Robert Robinson of
addressed the issue of his Roman Catholic faith, telling a Protestant
Shelbyville, Tenn., is the new
pastor of Locust Grove Church of group in Houston, "I do not speak for my church on public matters,
and the church does not speak for me."
Nazarene near Kirksey.
In 1966, the situation comedy "Family Affair" premiered on CBS
Forty years ago
television.
The Farm Conservation Plan
In 1966, "The Monkees" debuted on NBC-TV.
Training Workshop is now being
In
1974, Emperor Haile Selassie was deposed by Ethiopia's miliheld at the Swann Building on
tary,
after ruling for 58 years.
South Fourth Street, Murray.
In 1977, South African black student leader Steven Biko died while
Yandall Wrather, work %mit conservationist of Calloway County, in police custody, triggering an international outcry.
In 1988, Hurricane Gilbert slammed into Jamaica with torrential
spoke on "Selling Farmers On A
Conservation Program for Their rains and winds of 145 mph, killing 45 people and causing damage
estimated at up to $1 billion.
Farms."
Ten years ago: Joseph Cicippio, the acting comptroller at the
Mary Hamlin, librarian for
American
University in Beirut, was kidnapped; he was released in
Calloway County Library, said
December
1991. The United States released Soviet physicist Gennadiy
the library will be open from 1 to
3 p.m. on Tuesday, Wednesday, Zakharov and the Soviet Union released American journalist Nicholas
Daniloff to the custody of their respective countries' embassies, pendThursday and Friday, and from
ing
their espionage trials.
10 a.m. to noon and 1 to 4 p.m.
Five years ago: Saying Middle East peace negotiations might be in
on Saturday.
Don Collins, Bobby Workman, jeopardy, President Bush told reporters he would use his veto authority, if necessary, to delay action on Israel's call for $10 billion in housBilly Roberts, and Pete Waldrop
have returned home after a motor ing loan guarantees. The space shuttle Discovery blasted off on a mission to deploy an observatory designed to study the Earth's ozone
trip to Oklahoma, Colorado, New
layer.
Mexico and Texas.

NOT EXACT 6..Y DLJT
INFLATiON HAS
I LEVELED OFF A BIT
AND YOU'RE NOT
LOSING MONEY
THE WAY YOU
WERE
BEFORE

CAN HARDLY WAIT
TO CEL.EBRATE wiTH
CHAMPAGNE

DEAR ABBY My live-in companion (call her Beth) is having a
55-year class reunion in about a
month. We have lived together fur
eight years. travel together, attend
church together, etc
The trouble is. when he received her Information on the reunion, she answered the questionnaire saying her husband was
deceased, she was active in church
groups, had friends, traveled all the
time (last year to Australia. Hawaii
and Mexico) — not once mentioning
that she had a companion.
I pay for all her trips and all of
her expenses. I feel left out by her
failing to mention me. I don't even
want to go to the class reunion.
Please give me some advice.
LEFT OUT
DEAR LEFT OUT: Perhaps
your companion felt uncomfortable disclosing on a class reunion questionnaire that she is
living with and traveling with
someone who is not her husband, so try not to take her
omission personally. If she
wants you to attend her 55-year
reunion with her, stop pouting
and go — and you'll both probably have a wonderful time.

Depending on what North held, the
combined hands could have been
laydown for seven,or,on a really bad
day, might not even have made five.
South therefore chose the middle
road.
West led what was obviously a
singleton spade and, after taking
the ace, declarer was left to ponder
how he could possibly take care of
his two spade losers. Ordinarily, he
would next have played the king of
spades and then tried to ruff one or
both low spades in dummy. But in
the actual case, West was virtually
sure to trump the king ofspades and
return a trump,leaving South with
only one trump in dummy to ruff his
two spade losers.
After giving the matter due
thought, the solution — a rather
unusual one — came to him. At trick
two, instead of playing the king of
spades, he led a low spade!
East won with the nine and returned a trump,but he was fighting
a losing battle. South went up with
the ace and trumped his seven of
spades with dummy's jack of diamonds. He then ruffed a club, drew
trumps, and claimed the rest of the
tricks to make the slam.
The solution was easy enough to
find once South made the effort to
look for it. Necessity, it would seem,
is still the mother of invention
Bidding quiz.
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I'VE BE.E/4 TR`410G 10

MELT SOmEONE FOR
600 YEARS AND YOU
1UAL11 UP NOLC??!

NATHAN , AND
I WAS .

NOW LOON rm AS StVERIV
AND TIRED AND CRANKY
AND AS DISGUSTED BY
MEN AND AS NAUSEATED
BY THE WHOLE CACEPT
OE DATING AS I'VE EvER
BEN IN MY (..E??
NOW??
HAD TD
SHOW UP NOW ??!

+ A Q6
SOUTH
4 A K 75
✓ AK
• A K Q 108 7 3
The bidding:
West
North East
South
Pass
Pass
24
6•
Opening lead — two of spades.

4ou

One of the biggest thrills you can
experience at the bridge table is to
bring home a seemingly unmakable
contract through your own ingenuity. And if the contract also happens
to be a slam — well, that's just the
icing on the cake.
Consider this deal where South
leaped directly to six diamonds after
East had opened with a preemptive
two spade bid. The jump to six was
certainly a reasonable compromise
for South,who had no way to find out
what his partner's hand looked like.

35 Villella ID
36 Foretoken
37 "— Park"
39 Reaction
42 "Due —r

1 Prohibit
4 "Star Trek"'
character
9 Sp woman
12 Spanish gold
13 — —
cologne
14 In working
order
(colloq
15 Film partner
of Ginger
Rogers
17 Vacation
spot
19 — -a•ling
20 Waste
allowance
21 "— Indigo"
23 TV's Rosie
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43 Dean Cain
role
44 Mr Musial
46 Ascend
48 Earache
51 Yearly (abbr.)

52 Tall —
(difficult task)
54 Costello or
Gehng
55 Chinese
frying pan
56 Comes close
57 H.S course

1 — constrictor
2 Letters of
alphabet
3 One of
Hamlet's
alternatives
(3 wds )
4 Chow —
5 Ships load

27 1967 Pulitzer
Prize winner
29 Lake or
canal
30 Vowel
sequence
31 Even score
32 Sewer
34 "Charlotte's

6 Hint
7 Hypothetical
force
8 Longing
9 Cooking
method
Reiner or
Lowe
"— Pablo'
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I TRIED SAYING I
HAD A SORE TI-IROAT
BUT THAT DIDN'T
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16 Assistant
18 Russo of
"Outbreak'
20 Spelling or
Amos
21 Alma —
22 — oil
24 College
officials
25 Onion-like
vegetables
26 Benghazi and
Tripoli's
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DEAR

JERRY, KATHY,

CAITLIN AND COURTNEY: I
can think of few things as
priceless as being showered
with happy memories. I'm
happy to have been of service.

DEAR ABBY: I have been an
avid fan of yours for years, but
have been reluctant to add to your
voluminous pile of mail until now.
Concerning the letter in your column about "calendars that feature
DEAR ABBY: Thank you so scantily clad young women." I do
much for a wonderful idea! Stan and
riot believe your reply was entirely
Dell Slack celebrated their 50th wed- appropriate.
ding anniversary on July 4. Since all „ Most large companies
of their relatives lived out of state:- established rules against suchhave
sexwe felt that a party would be too ual harassment. Lockheed
Martin
hard to pull off. We saw a letter in Tactical Aircraft Systems Standard
your column from Kay and Carol Practices 825-3, which includes the
about their parents' 50th. Nanny display of calendars
that are offenand Poppy Slack went on vacation
sive or sexually suggestive, is an
and we "borrowed" their Christmas example of such
rules. Although
card list. We loaded all the addresses there are many public laws
and
onto the computer and printed out federal regulations against
harasslabels. We chose attractive computer . ment, the most comprehensive
is
stationery (the American flag for the
Title 7 of the Civil Rights Act.
I hope you will reconsider your
reply and let people know that they
do not have to put up with sexual
harassment no matter how subtle.
FREDERICK H. CLEVELAND

West dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.

22

July 4 date!) for our letter — and
mailed out 70 of them.
We asked e%eryone to send
Nanny and Poppy a memory or
experience that they had shared
sometime during the last 50 years.
Two thos before the big day. Nanny
called and asked what we did We
tried to plead the Fifth but failed.
The response was phenomenal.
They received cards, letters and
photographs, and we gave them an
album to put them all in.
Nanny and Poppy.were thrilled
and are still ecstatic over all of the
memories. We can't thank vou
enough for printing such a fantastic
hint
JERRY, KATHY,CAITLIN
AND COURTNEY SLACK,
BASKING RIDGE, N.J.
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country
28 Alberta's
capital
33 Lease
34 Dispute
36 Uncovered
38 Semiprecious
stone
40 Bushy-tailed
animal
41 Chemical
compound
45 Sailors
46 Stomach
47 Yoko —
48 Harem room
49 Electrified
particle
50 Warm mo
53 Concerning

DEAR
FREDERICK
H.
CLEVELAND: I have reconsidered, thanks to overwhelming
outcry from more sensitive
readers. Pictures of scantily
clad women are inappropriate
"art" for display in any office.

DEAR DR. GOTT: Would you please
discuss vitamin B-6 — its use, abuse.
and the proper measured dose? When
and why should a person take it? Is it
useful for carpal-tunnel syndrome?
What does it do to my nerves?
DEAR READER: Vitamin B-6.
sometimes known as pyridoxine. is
vital for human metabolism. A deficiency can lead to anemia, irritability,
insomnia, skin inflammation, weakness. and convulsions. The
Recommended Daily Allowance is
about 2 milligrams. which can easily
be obtained by eating a balanced diet
that contains fish, nuts, wheat germ.
brown rice and most vegetables.
Vitamin 11-6 has been reported to
arrest the development of some kinds
of kidney stones. At oral doses of 10
mg a day, it may help relieve the
symptoms of carpal-tunnel syndrome
(tingling and numbness of the fingers
due to nerve compression at the base
of the hand) The vitamin can block
the beneficial effects of L-dopa, a prescription medicine for Parkinson's dis
ease. It does not affect the "nerves."
Overdoses (200 to 2,000 mg) of pyridoxine are associated with liver dam
age. insomnia, nervousness, unsteady
gait, and numbness of the feet.
This vitamin is not without its risks.
Therefore, it's probably inappropriate
for people to consume more than in
mg a day. and even that amount
should be monitored by a physician
To give you more information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Fads I: Vitamins and
Minerals." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR READERS: Several months
ago. I mentioned an old-fashioned remedy for intestinal discomfort, gas.
bloating, diarrhea and constipation.
Called "rhubarb and soda." the product was standard in most pharmacies
30 or 40 years ago. It is no longer in
vogue. and I didn't have the ingredients. Now,thanks to a kind pharmacist
in upstate New York who gave them to
me,!can reconstruct the formula.
Rhubarb fluid extract 15 cc
Ipecac fluid extract 3 cc
Sodium bicarbonate 35 gm

Peppermint spirits 35 cc
Glycerine 200 cc
Water enough to make 1000 cc
Dissolve the sodium bicarbonate in
some water, then add the other ingredients and mix thoroughly. Usual
dose: 2 tablespoons 3 times a day.
• 0s6 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

FRIDAY.SEPTENIBER 13, 1996
(For your personalized daily kane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth. call 1 -900-9M-77M. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
TODAY'S CR/LOREN:131esSed v. itti a keen intellect and-remarkable
concentration. these Virgo, make'excellent scholars. As adults, they can find
success in any vocation they choose. Although their all-out support for
humanitarian or political causes will turn some people off, their ohs ious sincerity will win them many admirers. True romantics. these Virgo, has.e
Wong desire, lo_share_Iheir life with a loving partner They make devoted
and patient parents. alw ay s v.illing to listen and learn!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Changes in personnel will lead to
swifter career advancement. Listen
respectfully to a loved one:. opinions. In December. a youngster
encourages you to spend more time.
Look to your own childhood for
answers to questions posed by your
offspring. A scholarship or grant
becomes available for a collegehound teen. A shared spiritual experience brings you and mate much
closer together. Nurture your relationship on a daily basis.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
TH LS DAY: actress Jacqueline Bisset. singer Mel Toone. actress Nell
Carter. TV producer Fred Silvennan.
ARIES (March 21- April 19):
[Innis aose ideas are your trademark.
Go the limit for a project you have
faith in. Your leadership qualities
are immediately apparent. Keep
your business and financial plans
firmly rooted in reality-.
TAURUS (April 20- Ntly 20):
00 not make excuses for yourself.
Get counseling ml needed. Your job
pertorlIMIKV IS being c1;t1thated. Be
ready to lend a helping hand no matter who asks.
GEMINI \lay 21-Junc 20): Too
much socializing can interfere with
work progress. Heed your partner's
instincts about new people and situations. Study the facts and figures
carefully before submitting a report.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): A
good .day to ask for a favor or pay

Size

raise. Put any specialized knowledge
to good use. People at a distance
prove lucky for business. Be more
subtle when wielding your authority
%tie.
(July 23-Aug. 22): Avoid
letting your emotions overrule your
common sense. Careful attention to
detail will save you money or embarrassment. Domestic affairs proceed in a constructive fashion.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): To
dress for success, buy high-quality
clothes when they go on sale. An
artistic hobby is a great tensionreliever. Volunteer work brings a
retiree new recognition.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
hard-to-reach goal appears more
attainable now. New activities
demand your full attention. Exercise
self-discipline. Confirm appointments before starting out.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Business meetings put you in touch
with valuable new allies. Seek introductions. A friend needs a sympathetic listener. Take your time when
dealing with a complicated employment situation.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): A business associate offers to
become your mentor. Teaming up
with this person could put you on the
fast track. A chance meeting may
lead you to question your previous
assumptions. Admit past mistakes.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Career choices can be tricky. Handle
a difficult individual with confidence

Price

P)85,80R13
P185/75R14
P195/75R14
P205/75R 14
P205/75R 15
P215/75R 15
P225. 75R15
P235 75R15

WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
WW

$45.50
$47.50
$50.00
$51.50
$52.50
$55.50
$57.50
$59.50

even better than you expect. Open
up: share your longings
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20,- A
teen-ager may need more guidance.
Neighbors seek your. aid with a
church or community protect. Evaluate a savings strategy; it may nd
go far enough. A co-worker could
treat you to a special meal.

riit

I

Vacancy announced
in Court of Appeals
The retirement of Honorable J.
WilliamHowerton,eilective Oct. I,
creates a vacancy in the office of
judge of the Kentucky Court of
Appeals, First Appellate District,
consisting of Allen, Ballard, Butler,
Caldwell, Calloway, Carlisle,
Christian, Crittenden, Edmonson,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Hopkins,
Livingston,Logan,Lyon, Marshall,
McCracken, McLean, Muhlenberg,
Simpson,Todd,Trigg,and Webster
counties.
To be eligible to serve as a judge
of the Court of Appeals, anyone so
aspiring must:(a)be a citizen of the
United States; (b) have been a
resident of both the Commonwealth
of Kentucky and of the appellate
district in which you seek appoint-

Barber/Stylists

UNIVERSITY BARBER SHOP
105 N. 16th Murray • 753-1953
Hours: Tuaa.-Frt. 7:30-5:30 p.m.; Sat. I a.m.-12 Noon

ment for two years preceding taking
office, and (c) be licensed to practice law in the courts of the Commonwealth as well as a licensed
auomey for at least eight years.
Any person meeting these qualifications and desiring consideration for nomination to the Governor,
or any citizen desiring to recommend a person or persons with these
qualifications, shall notify the Judicial Nominating Commission by
communicating the name or names
on or before September 12, 1996,
(see SCR 6.030) to the following
address: Judicial Nominating Commission-Administrative Office of
the Courts, 100 Millcreek Park,
Frankfort, Ky 40601.

American Heart

Sharon Ingrum,

and Sherry Gray

Stop By Anytime - No Appointment Necessary

You Are Invited!
To What? Gospel Concert
Saturday Night, Sept. 14 • 7.00
When?
Lake-Land Apostolic Church
Where?

p.m.

1653 No. 16th St. Ext., Murray, Ky.
(Facing No. 16th St., otherwise
surrounded by Sullivan's Gott Course)
featUrinC12, Deborah Jarrett of Gleason, Tn.
Deborah is not only a great singer but
writes many of the songs she sings
-andRev. Jackie Mathis of Dawson Springs,
Ky. Talented in both the ministry and
singing abilities.

Pastor?
Figheng Heart Disease
and Stroke

James H. Cain
For more information,
call (502) 753-5757 or (502) 759-1602

Everyone Welcome

Price
P21575R15 WL
P22575R15 WL
P23575R15 WL
30X950R15 AT WL
31)005015 AT WL
P24575R16 RTS WL
L1265175R16 TO BW
L1265/75R16 TO WL

$82.00
$84.00
$85.00
$103.00
$108.00
$38.00
$99.00
$111.00

Size
P145,70R14
P205/70R14
Pt 8575P 14
P195,75R14
P205.75R14
P215/75R 14
R205/70R15
P215170R15
P205/75R15
P215/75R15
P225/75R 15

Price

Ewa

Price

164.00
$66.00
$60.00
$62.00
$65.00
$67.00
$69.00
$71.00
$67.00
$69.00
$72.00

Pt951014
P205/7014
P215/70R14
R225/70R15
R255/70R15
P205/65R15
P215/65R15
P185/60R14
P1950R14
P215,501314
P195/6015
P205/50R15
P275/6015

$62.00
$64.00
$66.00
$71.00
$77.00
$66.00
$68.00
$60.00
$61.00
$67.00
$63.00
$64.00
$8100

Stan
P1551013
P165101313
P1758013
P185 130R13
P/85 75R14
P1957514
P205751;14
P215f75R14
P20575R15
P215/75R15
P225/75R15
P235 75R15

Price
$2795
$31.98
$32.72
$33.89
$35.41
$36.36
$37.56
$37.92
$39.78
$40.77
$42.67
$43.91

and tact A sp., .11 talent sets you
apart from your co-workers. Say
-yes- loan unexpected invitation.
Two heals are better than one.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
A familv member wiants to make
amends for a slight. Be willing to
listen. Friends offer helpful advice.
A romantic e‘ening could turn out

lila
P195,7014
P2057014
P2157014
P2357015
P2557015
P215,65R15
P27560R15

Price
$54.94
$55.67
$57.63
$62 37
$66.27
$59.30
$71.65

We just completed our year end inventory and we found over $300,000 in
excess furniture and accessories that must be sold. We are offering
DOUBLE SAVINGS! Prices have been slashed for our After Inventory
Clearance AND you will *Pay Nothing for 1 Full Year..til September 1997.

Storewide Savings Offered
Throughout All3Locations

NOTHING
HELD BACK

Storewide Savings Up To 60% Plus...
Free With Purchase
Mounting • Computer Balancing • New Valve Stem
• Road Hazard Warranty • Free Rotation & Balance
Every 6,000 Miles (Most Tires)

All Michelin Tires on Sale Call for Prices

Auto Repair
Alignments • Brakes • Shocks • Struts • Oil Change
• Flat Repairs • Tune-Up

CASTLEMAN TIRE
6 REPAIR
1880 State Route 121 South • Mayhe d, KY • 247-5866

Pay Absolutely Nothing Til Fall 1997
NO PAYMENT for 1 Full Year

NO INTEREST for 1 Full Year

NO DOWN PAYMENT

HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WE SELL TODAY!

• With rnonwrkurn purchas• col $499 ond your
OiPer does not apply lo previous purclvases

SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinkleville Road
Highway 60 • A Half Mile East of 1-24
Paducah, KY 442-4455 • 1-8Q0-788-6224
Op.. Doily 10 la 7 • Sunday 11.5 • Friday 1010 A

CrtwriR
305 North Main Street Benton, KY
527-3481 • 1-800-599-6224 Op7,-idti;.
r9 160 5
8R0f11/11 callfRY X 'acme'
,Ovrifr Cf4e7fR
451 South 16th Street Paducah, KY
442-4465 • 1-800-450-6224 (1/7-7.16i1;::5
Design Asst.'tama Availalite
•••• ••• •••••• or Nemo tr.....
BROYN/li CAllarRY X FACTORY OMIT

